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DEMOCRACY
IN lF1E ~BOUR
PARTY
THE CURRENT WITCH-HUNT against the t~~dency 8to.un~ the
weekly paper Militant continues a fine tradl!~On of p'~~lOdlcally
butchering Labour Party democracy In or~er to defend
democratic" socialism - and capitalist Interests In the Labour Party.
F rom the moment the Labour Government inherited the m~ss the
Tories left on leaving office in 1974, such a ~urge was predictable
and inevitable. The red-in-tooth-&-claw Toryism of th~ Heath government created the conditions for the effervescent reVival of Labour
Party 'socialism' after 1970. It was a tremendous boost for the Labour leaders, who had reduced their ?rg~ni~ation almo~t to a shell by
their policies of 1966-70. But in office It hinders and Impedes their
freedom of action.
As the Industrial struggle has declined, the Importance of the Lab·
our Party as a real and potential focus of opposltlo.n to the Government has Increased. The fact that the .blgge~t ~Qrklng class demonstration since the anti-Industrial RelatIOnsBill fight - the c~ts demonstration of November 17th - was called by the public sector
unions .and the National Executive Committee of the, Labour Pa,rty
was a fearful warning to the Government of the explOSivecontradictions built up in the Labour Party since 1970.
It should be a salutary lesson against the ultra-leftism and neosyndicalism rampant on the far left since the late 19601.

Why do the Red"hunters focus on MlIltsnt? It Is the second bIggest of the left reformist tendencies, after Tribune. It has no MPs but
it is believed to have a tightly organised grouping around the newspaper. In addition it is a tendency which openly calls Itself 'Marxist'
and morbidly insists on flaunting a few tattered rags, like Miss Haversham's musty linen, from the aborted Trotskyist past of Its Ideological inspirer, Ted Grant.
These points only explain why Militant makes a convenient target
for the bourgeois press, and why the Labour leaders think that
Militant can be picked on with relative impunity. But If Militant Is
'made an example of', it will not be because of Its differences with
the other left reformists, which are of historical If not archaeological
significance, but because of what it has in common with them. It
is not because it is fundamentally different, but because It has really
taken root In the left-reformist soli of the British labour movement
that Militant can be picked on as a symbolic offering to the bOurg:
eoisle and used to Intimidate the rest of the Labour left Into subservience. Its 'Trotskyist' tinge is an excuse, not the reason.
Nor, as the bourgeois press would have It, Is Militant on the offensive to 'take over', Its supporters are anyway numbered In hundreds. It may dream - and why not? - or plan to get some of Its
supporters Into Parliament. But Militant has for a long time now
actively collaborated with Transport House in policing the Labour
Party Young Socialists, keeping It barely alive, running It bureaucratically and subserviently. If supporters of Red Weekly or Workers'
Action or even The Chartist in the Labour Party said they believed
in a peaceful road to socialism, they would be lying. But Militant
genuinely does believe in a parliamentary road to socialism indeed, It has explicitly brol<enwith any Marxist view of the State
and of the necessity of the violent overthrow aM dismantling of the
bourgeois state.
It Is a mutant from the Trotskyism of the time of Trotsky, which
has arrived slowly, but logically and Inexorably, at a very primitive
version of the politics of the maxlmalist-rationallst segment of the
Second International (a relatively pure fossil of which Is the SPGB).
It regards the Labour Party as In no sense optional, but as the only
possible arena for its 'enlightening' work - right up to the eve of
the socialist transformation of society, If not beyond.
How did this mutation take place?
At the end of the SecondWorld War, the leaders of the Trotskyist
Revolutionary Communist Party, of whom Grant Is the only survivor
active on the left, faced the problem of how to characterlse the states
of Eastern Europe occupied by the Russian national army. Deciding
that these states were essentially similar to the Russian Stalinist
state, but could not possibly be considered workers' states as no
workers' revolution had occurred, they tentatively decided (within
the Political Committee, a small body which members of the RCP
National Committee could not attend or receive minutes of) that
Russia Itself was a state capitalist society.
Then, while the rest of the Trotskyist movement debated the
question, eventually, in 1949, to decide that the East Eur~ean
states had been structurally assimilated to the social system of the
Stalinist USSR (following Trotsky's analysis on the Baltic states and
eastern Poland in 1939-40), the RCP leaders did an about-turn,
and, before the rest of the Fourth International, declared those

states deformed workers' states. In 1948 that placed them tn the
ambivalent position of hailing the coup which consolidated Stalinist
control In Czechoslovakiaas a great proletarian victory - while the
Czechoslovakian Trotskyists denounced It as a counter-revolutionary
act!
The RCP leadership's theory, a logical Inversion of their previous
thinking, committed them to the view that the essence of a workers'
state was natlonallsation. The state form \;\flJlil of secondary Importance.
When they had thought the state form central, they, with extromely mechanical reasoning, felt obliged to characterlse the degenerated workers' state of Russia as state-capltallst. When they changed their minds, they decided that a workers' state could be created
by a •Red' Army Invasion, or a process of cold natlonallsatlon
(already in 1945,75% of industry In advanced Czechoslovakia had
been natlonallsed). Natlonallsatlon was everything. Eventually they did not arrive at the full Implications of this view In a day - the
political tendency centred on Grant, after the break-up of the RCP
would decide that Syria, Burma, and even Portugal (briefly - they
seem to have reconsidered lately) were workers' states - though
they are reticent on expounding their views on these questions.
Effectively, the Grant tendency's conclusions simply wrote out of
Marxism the theoretical possibility, understood by Engels, BukharIn, Lenin, and Trotsky, of state capitalism (which Is what exists In
Syria and Burma). An economy with a certain level of natlonallsatlon
Is Ipso facto a workers' state - Irrespective of who natlonallses
how,orwhy.
.
,
,ThUSthey necessarily excised also tht) Marxist theory of the state:
a Bonapartlst' state could raise Itself above society and evolve Into
either proletarian or bourgeois bonapartlsm, serving either of those
classes.
Whatever confusion reigned In the mainstream Fourth InternatIonal until 1949 and after, and even, if we think, as the I-CL does,
that many of the conclusions are eclectic and incoherent leaving
crucial questions unanswered - It was the confusion of revolutionaries, in strange circumstances, linked to a struggle for life for the
perspective of proletarian revolution and living science of Marxism.
The Haston IGrant tendency simply committed hara-kiri disembowelling' Marxism' of any revolutionary content.
'
From thelrllnalys,ls of the workers' states, writing out of Marxist
theory both the Lenmist theory of the state and proletarian revolutlon, and the the idea of state capitalism (not Tony Cliff's Incoherent
mlsh-mash 'theory', but the very theoretical possibility, central to
any revolutionary Marxism In the epoch of monopoly capitalism)'
everything else flowed.
'
The Grantltes' central slogan, the "Natlonallsatlon of the 250
Monopolies", in Britain, would be socialism, If they were right In
the 19408. And every advance in natlonallsation Is a step to socialism. They are a throwback to the original Fabians.

•••

In parallel to their Ideological mutation on the question of the
workers' states developed theGrant tendency's views on natlonalisatlon dictated by the needs of a decrepit capitalism, as in post-war
Britain. In 1945 they declared It Inconceivable that Labour could

undertake any large-scale nationallsatlon. When those natlonallsations took place on a large scale, the morale and the convictions of the
RCP majority leadership collapsed. Until 1949, with Increasing
emptiness, the Haston-Grant majority of.the RCP~ontlnued to argue
a quasi-syndicalist perspective, expressing sectanan disdain for the
Labour Party, and expecting a mass revolutionary party to grow
directly from industrial struggles (rather like IS today - Tony Cliff
was a member of the RCP majority). Grant was, It seems, the only
leader of the majority to oppose work In the Labour Party on principle, Haston having only tactical objections. In 1949the RCPcollapsed. Haston deserted In 1950 and 15 today a right-wing reformist.
Grant drifted into the Labour Party.
The Labourist ideas he has developed there, over the years, have
a logical link with the previous quasi-syndicalism.
Always ultra-mechanistic, the leaders of the RCP expected easy
mass growth. In 1944 they produced a document, 'Preparlng for
Power' when they had 300 or 400 members! Inescapably the logic
was of ~ largely spontaneous 'ripening' of large masses Into revolutIonaries. Today, the same idea of a ripening of consciousness within the social democracy.
The mechanism which catapulted Grant from a semi-syndicalist
to Labourlsm was the experience of leading the RCP to debacle and
collapse Into the Labour Party.once 'on his feet' again, however, he
remained true to his previous ideological fundamentals - only In
a different environment.

•••

But the attack on Militant 'lpotllghts the threat to revolutionaries
in the Labour Party and to those who actually want to fight the
government's attacks, including industrial militants for whom the
Labour Party is a secondary consideration. At the moment major
battles in the class struggles are being fought out In the Labour
Party. That will only surprise the Inveterate sectarians and syndicalists who make a false and rigid distinction between the economic
reformist arena and the Parliamentary reformist arena. The battle
for democracy In the Labour Party is the fight for the right of militants and revolutionaries to fight within the party of the trade unions
for working-class polclles against the crisis and the system that
produces It.
There must be no witch-hunt in the Labour Party. Revolutionaries
as well as social-democrats must assert the right to free speech In
the party of the trade unions. Militant is in the front 'IIne - It must
be defended unconditionally. Their endless droning about" Natlonalising the 250 Monopolies" and "Socialism" being "the only
answer" to any problem may bore us to distraction: but we must
defend intransigently their right to drone and bore and fight for their
conceptions. They are a legitimate part of the labour movement and
Labour Party.
In essence it is not Militant that is at stake. The bosses and the
trade union and Labour Party bureaucrats have largely stemmed for now _ the class struggle on the shop floor. The attempt to stop
free speech in the Labour Party is a logical extension of what has
happened there. For them it is a necessary extension. For us it Is
essential that they should not succeed.
Defend working classdemocracy in the Labour Party!

10 years
As this journal appears, we have just - this October completed our tenth year in the task of critically re-working
the 'stock-in-trade' of the major tendencies issuing from
Trotsky's Fourth International, striving to regenerate an adequate revolutionary-communist programme, while simultan~ously using the by no means obsolete common heritage of
Ideas of the tendencies basing themselves on the tradition of
Lenin and Trotsky, fighting to build an organisation of internationalist communists in the working class movement.
The existence of the I-Cl as a growing national force in the
working-class movement testifies to at least a measure of success in the latter task.
The Workers' Fight group (principal component of the December 1975fusion which formed the J-Cl) was founded in 1966
by four comrades breaking from the Grant ( , Militant' )
tendency. Coming (two of us) from the SLl (now WRP),
and having rejected the Sll because of its sectarianism, particularly in relation to the labour Party, we found that the
rightward-moving centrists of the Grant group had managed
to combine "Trotskyist orthodoxy" with passive, speculative,
Menshevik politics. In mid-1966 we produced the founding
document of our tendency, a long criticism of vulgar-evolutionist 'Trotskyism' ("What We Are and What We Must Become")
We thus concluded that the major ostensibly-Trotskyist
groups were congealed sects (the IS, recruiting on a basis of
explicit anti-Trotskyism, and the proto-IMG, buried deep in
left social-democracy, were no positive alternative). That left
us with the choice of giving up the struggle, or of cutting a new
track, attempting to create a tendency free from the defects
we saw and defined. That being the question, the answer was
implicit.
We were aware that we faced major ideological tasks; but
we did ~ot relapse into a discussion-circle existence. As an
informal grouping inside the loosely-structured Irish Workers'
Group (1966-7)and as a tendency inside IS (1968-71),Workers
Fight defended what we considered to be basic Trotskyist

ideas. From late 1966 to late 1967 we produced five issues
(nos. 15/6-20) ofthe journal" An Solas" /"Workers' Republic" ,
It was formally an IWG organ; but almost entirely written by
WF. A duplicated "Workers' Fight" magazine was also produced in 1967-8. Simultaneously, as we made some new members, we were active in the docks and in tenants' struggles.
Two comrades played a leading role in the autumn 1967 strike
movement in the docks,
In that way, the tendency maintained an active relation to
the class struggle - and at the same time undertook a process
of critically assessing the current versions of 'TRotskyism'.
Central to that process was the Workers' Fight group's evolving attitude
to the United Secretariat
of the Fourth
International.
In 1967 Workers' Fight held that there was no Fourth International, while conceding that the USFI was the least unhealthy of the existing tendencies. (See "Reply to comrade
Eamonn McCann's propqsal for immediate affiliation to the
USFI", IWG lB, December 1967). In 1969, after the USFI had
declared for a political revolution in China. we concluded that
- despite very large divergences on concrete questions there was agreement on basic programmatic codifications. The
group re-defined its position as "critical support for the USFI"
Three years of subsequent study and political experience
showed the inadequacy of that position: that a revolutionary
programme is not just "codifications", but also a living summary of responses to "concrete questions".
The contradiction in the position was sharply posed by the
existence of the IMG, from 1969 the official USFI section.
We were forced. on the global programmatic issues, to recognise that of the would-be Fls the USFI was the most respectworthy. But we saw the IMG, in 1967 as no more than a left
social-democratic would-be 'replacement leadership'; in 1968
a studentist irrelevance. unable to take advantage of the openings for massive growth seized by IS; and in 1972, in face of a
massive class-struggle upsurge in Britain, adopting a passivepropagandist method which could be called quasi-Bordigist,
, were it not a contradiction in terms to speak of quasi-Bordigism which lasts no longer than a year!
Realising, therefore, that the USFI's failings were major
programmaticfailings,
the Workers' Fight group in 1973 modified its position to "for the regeneration of the Fourth International, recognising the USFI as the mainstream of postTrotsky Trotskyism"; and, in 1975, drew out the logic of that
position, to assert that - while the USFI was the mainstream

_ no Fourth International existed in the tradition of Trots~y.,
Formally, the 1975 position - 'ldopted by the I-CL ~n.Its
founding resolution - seem~ to repeat the 1967 posItIon.
What has been gained, however, is a far more thorough underr
standing of the nature, the interconnections, and the extent of
the problems of post-Trotsky TrotskX1sm. The vulgar evol~tionism so crassly expressed by the brant tend~ncy underhes
_ in different forms - the politics of WI the major Fourth Internationalist currents (even the SLL-WRP - to the e~ent that
consciously-formulated
ideas of any sort gUlde that
organisation).
.
.
T.\1j:development of that understandmg could n~t, and dId
not take place in isolation from the concrete questtons of t~~
c1~s struggle: the French general ~trike. of. May 1968 and
mass 'strike movements of 1972-4 m Brttam; the strugg~e m
Ireland and the problems posed by it in terms o~ the ~atlo.nal
question, permanent revolution, terrorism; the vl~tory m VI.etnam both a tremendous popular victory and the mauguratton
of ad anti-working class bureaucrati~ regime. .
In the complexity and richness of the questIons they pose,
the Portuguese events of 1974-5 can per~aps play th.e rol~ f?r
revolutionaries today that the 1905 RUSSIan RevolutIon dId m
its era. In "International Communist" no. 1, w.e made a beginning towards drawing out those lessons: and we shall continue our task of analysing that, and other Important developments in the class struggle, in later issues of this journal.
Having, in our special issue on "The I-C~ and th,,~o~h
International", mapped out the chapter headl~gs for a crt~lque
and renovation of revolutionary theory, we WIll thus begin to
fill in the text of those chapters.
We could and should have achieved much more, "?,ore
rapidly, in the last ten years. In his "History of Amerl~an
Trotskyism". J P Cannon talks of the contemptuous descrtption of the founders of the American Trotskyist movement after
their 1928 expulsion from the CPUSA as "three generals
without an army'" ~Cannon, Shachtman, Abern). We were four
foot-soldiers, who had a very great deal to learn and at, least
as much to un-learn, with no resources but our o.wn. The three
generals' at least had a living tradition, the gUldance of Leon
Trotsky, as well as their own experience; we found ourselves
in a 'Trotskyist' movement in chaos.
Without complacency, we believe th~t i~ the last ten years
we have achieved political and orgamsattonal developm~nt
sufficient to allow us to set as a realistic goal a quahtatlve
advance in the next period ahead.

t~e

CONTROlLNG
lF1EIFIGMIBP\CK:
lF1ENEW RACE
RE~TONSACT
by S.RICHARDSON
R;~CE R~LATIONS law is complementary to immigration and
cItizenshIp law. The latter laws limit the size of the 'black
problem' and undermine the social rights (and hence political
strength) of black migrant and settler workers. The former
~an~g~ th~ 'bl~ck. ,Problem' by appearing to combat racial
dlscnmlnatlon. Llmlttng the size of the 'problem' makes it more
managea?le; this is the crucial link between immigration and
race relattons law.
As Jenkins said. introducing the new Race Relations Bill in the
!=ommons,."~he third principle of Government policy is that there
IS a clear hmlt to the. a1?o.untof .immigration which this country
can absorb, and that It IS In the Interests of the racial minorities
themselves to maintain a strict control over immigration"
(4-6-1976. co!. 1548).

The point is very ,clear. BIa~k workers in Britain can only be
tolerated and better Integrated If there are only a limited number
of them. The ,victims of racialism are seen as the problem; and,
~ho~gh the POintoflegal pressure may be on the persons discriminating, the government agrees that it is only justifiable to apply

such pressure if thr~racialist is assured about the. limited number
of his potential vic#ms.
Race relations l~ws, then, while not explicitly defining blacks
as the problem, as the immigration laws do with their entry
quotas, voucher systems, patriallnon-patrial distinction,etc.,
completely accept this premise.
While the immigration control law, are widely and straightforwardly denounced as racialist, race relations laws are in no
way so obviously divisive, nor so easily dealt with. They are seen
as an attempt to ameliorate the conditions of black people in
Britain hitherto pushed to the' bottom of the pile. In certain very
limited respects, the race relations laws have in fact helped black
people, and this encourages the view that a better race relations
act could genuinely overcome racial discrimination.
Given the neglect of the fight against racialism by the labour
movement, indeed the racialist practices and prejudices in the
labour movement, it is little wonder that many black people
and anti-racialist whites have turned to the state for aid in the
fight against racialism. The paradox of a state which promotes
racialism through its policing agents, its immigration laws, etc,
being proposed as an agency for combatting racialism is only
possible because people advocating better race relations law
accept the view that the state is fundamentally neutral, that
there is no unifying class principle in its various policies, and any
bad administration can be removed or reformed. When
looking at race relations laws we are therefore looking at an
aspect of reformism.

The new race relations bill, which will probably be enacted
in the autumn of this year, has had a mixed life. Representations
have been made by various interested bodies, including the
more reformist black groups, both before and after the publication of the September 1975 White Paper, 'Racial Discrimination',
upon which the Bill is based. Though little mentioned outside of
the circles of the race relations industry, the black communities,
trade union bureaucracy, employers associations and so on, the
Bill has acted as a focus for many important issues. In the course
of its short life, Lyons, the Home Office minister responsible
for immigration and race relations (and hence this Bill), has
resigned ·on the question of liberalising entry of dependents
and the aIlocation of money to help overcome what is termed
'racial disadvantage'; the National Union of Seamen [NUS]
has sought to amend the section on shipping; the TUC has

set up a sub-committee on race relations; five conferences of
delegates from black organisations have been organised and held
by the Community Relations Commissions to discuss the Bill·
and finally, on Third Reading, the Bill was sucked into the racist
reaction whipped up over the entry of Malawi Asians and the
associated events.
THE 'MALAWI ASIANS' FURORE
The Report stage of a Bill, followed by its Third
Reading, is usually a relatively tame affair .- particularly if opposition is mild at Second Reading, where the Bill is discussed
in principle. This was the case, with the brief exceptions of
Powell, Bell etc., on this Bill. However, Second Reading of this
Bill happened on 3rd March, Report took place on the 8th and 9th
July. Second Reading lasted about six hours, Report over 21
hours.
What happened in between times was a massive racialist reaction whipped up firstly by the press and then by the fascist National Front and National Party, starting with the issue of the Malawi
Asians and escalating to take in the 'Black problem' as a whole.
The politicians who have built a reputation on racialism, such as
Powell and Bell, took the opportunity of the Report stage of the
Bill to raise the issue of repatriation. The Conservatives, frightened of being outflanked on the right, and pushed by racialist outbursts from Mellish and others supposedly to their left, used the
occasion to press for tighter immigration control.
The Government, having already given promises (on 'tightening up of abuses', 'review ofthe citizenship law' etc.) the Monday
before, during an immigration debate forced by the Tories, tried
for their part to stick to the Bill. Though Jenkins apologetically
called the debate "useful", the junior minister at the Department of Employment dealing with the Bill wrote an article in
Tribune hailing Labour's 21-hour defence of the Bill as a victory
against the racialists.
Clearly the Government sees this Bill as important and is
determined to see it through, despite the fact that it has now
received widespread and often adverse publicity. Moreover, the
Labour Party and the trade unions will point to it as a sign of their
sincerity in fighting racism.
Socialists, both black and white, are to be faced with a Bill
which is critically supported by many leaders of the Black communities (some of them self-appointed or appointed via the race
relations industry); by leading elements in the trade union, the
Labour Party, the Communist Party etc. Marxists need to understand why it was introduced, what it says, and how to relate to it.

The new Bill, when enacted, will be the third British race
relations Act. Like the 1965 and 1968 Acts, the Bill is part of an
overal policyon immigration and race relations. Unlike the earlier
"cts. It IS also linked to anti-sex discrixnination law. This link is to
he strengthened, at least legally, The Government, as early
as September 1974, in its White Paper 'Equality for Women',
stated that its "ultimale aim is to harmonise the powers and procedures for dealing with sex and race discrimination so as to ensure genuine equality of opportunity in both fields" (p.6). The
wording of the new BilIfollows very closely the wording ofthe Sex
Discrimination Act and is similar both in scope and in enforcement. As with the Sex Discrimination Act, the new race
relations Bill applies to employment, training, promotion, education, housing, provision of goods and services, advertising,
trade unions, partnerships, etc. Though most of these areas were
covered by the 1968 Race Relations Act, the revised and supposedly improved wording of the Sex Discrimination Act has been
followed. More importantly, the BilI sets up enforcement procedures and bodies similar to the Sex Discrimination Act's, and the
old Race Relations Board and Community Relations Commissions
are to go.
As with the Sex Discrimination Act, the government's motivation for passing this new Bilt is to de-fuse opposition to a form of
oppression, and channel it into a legal framework.
ROOTSOF RACIALISM
Unlike sex oppression however, racial oppression is linked to
immigration (though immigration controls discriminate on sex as
well as racial grounds) and the management of this form of
oppression has a long history and a sizeable industry which
colours it.
Racialism was not 'invented' by the ruling class as a device to
justify oppression of. blacks and to divide the working class.
However, it evolved and took seed as part of the super oppression
of blacks. Racialism justified the violation of formal equality that
the ruling class consistently made in the slave trade and later in
colonial and neo colonial robbery. Racialism was functional and
particularly so as the white. workers who received some of the
limited benefits from imperialism came to hold to it and thereby
tied them to the social order which oppressed them also.With the
increase in black immigration into Britain post World War Two,
in res'ponse to the massive labour shortages (particularly for
unskilled labour, this divisive function of racialism came to the

fore in British 'home affairs'. John Berger, in his book, 'A
Seventh Man', puts matters this way:
"The presence of migrant workers,seen as intrinslclllly
inferior and therefore occupying an inferior position in society
confirms the principle that a social hierarchy - of some kiJ\lior
another - is justified and inevitable. The working class comes to
accept the basic bourgeois claim that social inequality is fjTl~,ily an
expression of natural inequality.
"Once accepted, the principle of natural inequality gives rise
to fear:the fear of being cheated out of one's natural ,nd rightfl,d
place in the hierarchy. The threat is thought of as coming from
both above and below - the working class will becpme n6 le~s
suspicious of the bo~ses. But they may become equ~llYjealous of
their privileges over those they consider to be tfteir natural
inferiors .....
"The principle of natural inequll.lityrests upon ~~dging men
and women according to their abilities. It is obvio"1I that their
ability varies,and that abilities are unequally distribullYd
whllt
determines a person'$position in the social hierarchy is the sum
of his abilities as required in that particular social alld economic
system. He is no longer seen as anotpet man,as the 411ique centre
of his own experi~'mce:he is seen,jp other words, 4~ the melle
conglomerate of cqrtain capacities Ilrd needs. He is $~~h.itlother
words.as a complex of functions withIn a social syst~~. And h~
can never be seen as more Glan that unless the notioq of equality
between men is reintroduced.
"Equality has nothing to do with capacity or functio»: it is the
recognition 'of being....
'
"Only in relation to what men are in their entirety c{lna social
system be judged just or unjust: otherwise it can be merely
assessed as relatively efficient or inefficient. The principle of
equality is the revolutionary principle, not only because it challenges hierarchies, but because it asserts that all men are equally
whole. And the converse is just as true: to accept in~quality as
natural is to become fragmented, is to see oneself as no more than
the sUm of a set of capacities and needs.
"This' is why the working class, if it accepts the natural
inferiority of the migrants,is likely to reduce its own dCfllands to
economic ones,to fragment itself and to lose its own political
identity. When the indigenous worker accepts inequality as the
principle to sustain his own self-esteem,he reinforces and
completes the fragmentation which society is already imposing
upon him."
"That this will continue happening is the calculation of the
rulmg class. "(p.140-141)

RULINGCLASSSTRAl"EGYANDTHE 'RACE
RELATIONSINDUST&Y'
The. ruling class, hewever, does. not just want the idea that
social inequality is natural to be accepted, it also wants social
stability. When the racialist reaction to immigrants in the late
50's and early 60's, exacerbated by urban decay and housing
shortages, led to violent attacks --with the threat of worse to
come- the government was forced to act. The strategy since
1962 has been threefold. First, to set an absolute limit on the
numbers of black people entering Britain as settlers. This
minimises the 'black problem'. Second,as part of the orientation
towards Europe, to change the basis for the importation of cheap
foreign labour from settler to contract. Thirdly, in order to
maintain the principle that social inequality is natural, while
tackling the socially disruptive racist reaction and black
resistance, to set up a managing body to contain the situation
i.e. the Race Relations industry. ( This strategy is very well
outlined in a recent pamphlet:
Race, Class, and the State: the"'
Black experience in Britain by A. Sivanadan, published by the
Institute of Race Relations, price JOp. Reviewed in International
Communist No.1.)
This strategy was fraught with problems, not the least being
the selling of the idea to lesser capitalists, managers, senior
administrators. trade union bureaucrats etc. It also had to be sold
to the black people already in Britain and to the 'New
Commonwealth' governments. The reluctant acceptance of this
strategy by 'New Commonwealth' governments is a tale much too
coml?lex to go into here. The selling of the strate~y to the
admmistrators, employers, and black settlers was the Job of the
Race Relations Industry. Making a slow start at first, this industry
has grown over the past fourteen years to be a veritable
movement -as a recent CRC publication described it. The Race
Relations Industry has branches in Parliament (e.g. the Select
Committee on Race Relations and Immigration ); in central
government (e.g. the ~epartment of Employment Race Re~ations
Employment Advisory Service ); in semi-independent
gbvernment bodie.s ( Race Relations Board and the Community
Relations Council); in education (e,g. Bristol University);t in
community and local government projects (both through funding
of . projects $tarted independent of the industry and through
funding of various schemes submitted to the local authority for
approval); irt the trade unions (e.g. the TUC Standing Committee
on Race Relations and the NUJ Race Relations sub-committee);
in the political parties (Conservative, Labour, liberal, and

Communist); and last but by no means least, among black groups
in Britain (e.g. the recent founding conference of the National
Organisation of African, Asian and Caribbean Peoples).
Obviously the degree of coordiation between the different
branches varies enormously, as does the amount of radical
rhetoric employed. Some branches are genuinely snared by the
rest of the' movement, which though now a movement, is still an
industry with the Home Office as the policy production centre
(with some allowance for feed-back).
Bu.tthe Race Relations Movement has common practical aims:
to teach whites. particularly employers and various senior
functionaries, to accept blacks and to treat them formally the
same as whites; to reduce the fight against racialism - a fight
whose ultimate aim is real equality which involves a revolutionary
change in society - to the fight for 'equal opportunity' fOfblacks.
Blacks suffer, according to the Race Relations Industry, from
the twin evils of racial discrimination and racial disadvantage.
Equal opportunity involves, therefore,educating against racial
prejudice,
which
produces
racial
discrimination
and
administering to enable blacks to receive extra help to overcome
racial disarlvantagc.
The more r'adical of the Race Relations Move'ment admit that
the social 'disadvantages' of blacks in British society are rooted in
the legacies of slavery. colonial and neo,colonial pillaging and
distortion of 'New Commonwealth' countries' economies, and
racialist definition and practice on the part of whites in Britain.
The others have a clear image of blacks as people who are socially
handicapped and who therefore morally deserve help. Bu.t the
overriding consideration of all race relations law is social peace,
particularly the de-fusion of black resistance.
THE NEW BILL AND THE STRATEGY
The government, up to now, has been largely successful in its
'integration' policy, de-fusing black protest and resistance. The
1968 Act, via the Race Relations Board and Community Relations
Commission, and the rest of the race relations movement, has
succeeded in containing nearly all the politically explosive
dissent. But nearly all isn't all, and if the group not 'contained'
- among the second-generation blacks - is growing, prompt
action is required. The government's White Paper makes it clear
that opening up equal opportunity for black people, making serious effort to combat racialism as opposed to educating and cajoling as did the 1965 and 1968 Acts, is necessary because of the
protest of the young West Indians and more recently the young
Asians. These youths could generate within the black commun-

ides as a whole a spirit of opposition. which could spill OVerinto
the white population.
..
.
To integrate these sections. a more vIgorous _~ampalgmng
body, call~d the Commission for Racial Equality, is required to
repiace the educational Race Relations Board and Community
Relations Commission. And further legal channels for protest are
to be opened up. other than complaint through the Race Relations
Board. As the White Paper 'Racial Discrimination' puts it, "to
abandon a whole gnlup of people in society without legal redress
against unfair discrimination is to leave them with no opti~m but
to find their own redress. It is no longer necessary to reCIte the
immense damage. material as well as moral. which ensues when
a minority loses faith in the capacity of social institutions .to be
impartial and fair" (p.b), The Race Relations Industry as It h~s
expanded and gained more experience. has ~ec()"!e .more senslt,
ive to the problems of being a black workers 10 Brttatn, and more
alive to the fact that the black workers, particularly the youth, are
not going to take matters lying down ..T~is latest Bill is the.refore
the legal stage of the race relatIon s m~)V~ment poltcy ,of
containment of young black protest wlthtn a reformIst
and legalist framework. The White Paper prefers to put it this
way: "The Government has decided that the first priority in
fashioning a coherent and long-tern strategy to deal with the
interlocking problems of immigration. cultural differences. racial
disadvantage. and discrimination is to give more substantial
effect to what it has alreadv undertaken to do: to strengthen the
law already on the Statutc Book. "( (p.S)
·There are secondary motivcs. other than containment behind
the new Bill and the Race Relations industry's overall policy. We
have remarked on the 'moral' obligation certain leading Race
Relations Movement personnel feel they have. This 'moral'
pressure is certainly a reason for pushing this Bill.
.
Two other motives that should be noted are the deSire to curb
the excess of racialism in the white population, and the feeling
that having been stuck with black labour at home. it might as well
be put to the best uses possible.
.
On the first point. it should be remembered that particularly
the more far,sighted members of the ruling class do not wish to
see socially disturbing outbursts of racialist and fascist violence.
The capitalist press may have whipped up much of.this racia~ist
reaction and it may prove useful to the Government 10 presenttng
its legislation on citizenship and greater immigratio~ control ~s
yieldifig'to public pressure; ?ut, on the whol~,. the rulll~g class ~s .
against these outbursts. It IS aware that ablltty to whip up thiS
reaction is dependent upon a racialist attitude in much of the

British white population and is therefore in favour of the use of
'educational' and mild 'legal' levers to shift the residue of
racialism. On the second point, the White Paper, echoing many
other statements of the Race Relations industry, is very explicit:
"Racial discrimination, and the remediable disadvantages.
experienced by sections of the commun ity because of their
colour or ethnic origins are
also a form of economic and social
waste, which we as a society cannot afford. "(p.2). Opening up
'equal opportunity' not only, it is hoped, will give the black yout~
the feeling of having a chance and a place in the system, but It
will also yield labour of various skills and potentials, which can be
used to the full by industry and commerce.
THE TEXT OF THE BILL
Turning to the Bill itself, there are certain improvements on
the 1968 Act which should be given a guarded welcome. Some of
the more important ones are: first, the definition of discrimination
is extended to include indirect discrimination, thus giving legal
recognition to the problem of covert racialism. The new definition
will also include nationality and citizenship to get round theloophole revealed in 1972 in the case of Ealing Council, who
adopted a British subjects only waiting list for housing. Second,
the racial balance provision in the 1968 Act is repealed. This
provision explicitly defined "too many blacks" as a problem and
thus allowed employers to discriminate in order to preserve a
racially balanced workforce. It is to be repealed, however, against
the advice of the CBI· (this, if nothing else, shows that the
educating work of the RRB.CRC,etc has not worked completely
on some of the lesser capitalists) . Third, the Bill explicitly allows
for training of black workers. something that should be taken up
and pushed for at shopfloor level. Fourthly, the Lords ruling last
year on the Liverpool Dockers Club, and earlier, on a
Conservative Club, that the Race Relations Act did not cover
clubs -including Labour and Workingmens' Clubs - is to be
altered so that discrimination in clubs is unlawful. That the
change is not the result of pressure from the Labour Movement,
outraged that some of its clubs dare to practice a colour bar, is to
its eternal shame. Many other sections of this Bill are, however,
of a very dubious character, and particularly since some of them
have been the subject of controversy among the Black groups and
the Trade Unions, need to be looked at.
Firstly the section on exception for seamen recruited on to
British ships overseas, mainly from the Indian sub-continent.
The new Bill, though repealing the exceptions within the 1968 Act
permitting discrimination in the allocation of cabin facilities,

retains the exception allowing other discrimination in the
employment of foreign seamen. It does this against the strong
advice and pressure of the National Union of Seamen,who are
backed by the TUC and other national unions like NUPE.
On the face of it, the NUS case seems very laudable and
egalitarian. Moreover, it has been taken as such by many black
groups and trade union conferences on racialism like the one
held in Birmingham on 6th March 1976, which, while calling for
the repeal ofthe 1971 Immigration Act, also called for the removal of the foreign seamen's exclusion clause.
From the Parliamentary debate the following picture emerges:
500 ships (about 40% of the total registered in Britain) employ
overseas seamen, mainly from Asia, at substantially reduced
rates of pay. In addition there are 13 ships in the Government
fleets employing low wage crews, and the Government, via its
involvement in the oil industry, is also party to the
discriminatory wage rates on oil tankers. There are 19,000 foreign
seamen employed on UK ships, 11,000 from India, 600 from
Pakistan, 1,400 from Bangladesh, 5,000 from Hong Kong and
China, 500 from Sierra Leone, and 300 from Nigeria. Indian
seamen receive about 40 pounds a month, Hong Kong recruits
120 to 130 pounds a month, UK-recruited seamen 160 pounds
a month.
Certainly this situation should not be allowed to continue;
the NUS are right to argue for equal pay for all seamen of all
nationalities on British-registered ships. But more needs to be
said. Firstly, some of the ships are under the British flag as a
flag of convenience, and could easily switch to another. Secondly,
there are legal wage limits in many of the countries from which
foreign seamen are recruited onto British ships, and the governments of those countries (such as India) could bar their workers
from taking jobs at increased rates of pay. Such governments
are afraid that increases for the seamen could encourage other
workers to fight for higher wages and have put this view to the
British government. Thirdly, the cost of converting the cabin accommodation and the employers' preference in terms of skill and
'integration' problems would lead employers to put British seamen before Asians in recruitment if both were paid the same rate.
To fight for equal pay for Asian seamen the NUS would have
to do more than remove the exception from. the Race Relations
Bill, thus forcing employers registered in Britain to pay the same
rate to all the seamen it employed. It would have to fight for no
sacking of Asians on British ships. It would have to use and establish international connections in the shipping unions, to fight
maximum wage laws and the transfer of flags as a means of

reducing wages.
Clearly, launching such an international fight is no easy matter
and some sackings and transfer of flags would be unavoidable.
However, the NUS has no intention of fighting for real equal
pay for Asian seamen. What it is fighting for under the guise of
equal pay is preferential employment treatment for British
seamen. This became obvious from the argument put at the
March 1976 'Labour Assembly' when a NUS spokesman and Communist Party member - argued the NUS case for
removal of the exception in the Bill. He argued that the nonunionised Asian seamen should be considered secondary to British seamen at a time when unemployment among British seamen
and in Britain generally was increasing. He was quite rightly
howled down as a racialist.
The NUS have only recently started to concern themselves
with the low pay of Asian seamen. Previously they had been
content to accept the bribe from the ship-owners of 15 pounds
per foreign seaman employed. Only now when unemployment is
increasing do they argue for equal pay, fully aware that unless it
is linked to a campaign of no sacking of Asian seamen, no cut in
the complement of overseas seamen employed on British-registered ships, etc, preferential employment opportunity will accrue
to their members. Rather than fight against sackings and unemployment as trade declines, the NUS are saying British seamen before Asian seamen. That they argue for equal pay should
not blind us to what is really going on.

The incitement section of the 1965 Race Relations Act, still in
force at present, is to be repealed by the new Bill and an amendment to the Public Order Act is to replace it. Since the Red Lion
Square demonstration on which Kevin Gateley was killed, the
legal profession has been discussing the legal niceties of incitement; and this provision in the Bill is the result. Many people
have been very critical of the incitement sections, and not without
good reasons. The wording still leaves room for the publication of
racialist propaganda under the guise of reporting, and, given the
reluctance of the law to take on the fascists and racists, little
faith can be put in this section. However, some of the suggested
changes seem willy-nilly to ignore what a ban on 'incitement'
has meant and could mean. Some have argued for a ban on fascist
groups, others for a ban on racist propaganda. On the face of it,
these seem correct measures. However, you have to ask, who are
you asking to impose this ban? - and the simple answer is, the

existing capitalist state. The incitementvrovision ofthe Race Relations Act has already been used against anti-racists and antifascists, and if we propose to continue advocating in speeches and
in writing that fascists be driven off the streets, then we must
surely realise that 'unlawful incitement' could well be extended to
cover our actions again.
The problem, here again, is the reformist view of the State as a
neutral machine, whose policies express, not a definite class
interest, but a varied mixture of 'good' and 'bad' elements.
Many reformists will readily admit that the police force is racialist; that the police harass blacks, protect fascists, victimise antifascists. But when it comes to discussing legislation, those same
reformists calmly propose that same police should see to the prevention of racialist incitement! An imperialist state's "ban"
on racialism or fascism can only
be
semi-fictitious;
and inevitably such "bans" are couched in terms forbidding
"extremism of both right and left". In practice they are used as
much against the left as against the right - and at the same time
they help to de-mobilise the militant forces which alone can really
"ban" racialism and fascism.
We support, of course, particular bans on fascists using particular public meeting halls, gaining TV time during elections, and
so on, while always prioritising dIrect anti-fascist mass mobilisation above such administrative bans. But demands like that for
the outlawing of the MSI in Italy (advanced by the centrists of
the Democrazia Proletaria bloc), and for a government ban on the
National Front and the National Party, are misleading and
dangerous.

There are two section in the Bill which directly affect trade
unions. These are the section dealing with trade unions and the
section on codes of practice. The trade union section is little
different from the 1968 Act except that it does not contain any
words to cover persons "concerned with the affairs of" a trade
union. (Presumably, therefore, it excludes shop stewards).
Why the Government should want to except shop stewards under
the Race Relations law now after having included them
(theoretically at least) for eight years, is not very clear. But it does
raise problems for socialists. We recognise that the trade union
movement has been and often still is guilty of racism, and that
some shop stewards are certainly racists. Also we are against the
State interfering in the labour movement. We are especially
sensitive to the State's attempts to shackle the semi-official
shop steward and convenor orgatiisations of the working class.

What, then, do we do about the state's a.ttempts to regulate the
activities of shop stewards on the question of racialism? The
new Bill contains measures that will affect the shop floor level
of trade union organisation in terms of its practices on racial
discrimination, even though it is not explicit in the way the 1968
Act is. During the passage of the Bill, the government - partly
under Tory pressure, if the Parliamentary proceedings are to be
believed - introduced a permissive section on codes of practice.
Under this, the new Commission for Racial Equality "may issue
codes of practice containing such practical guidance as the
Commission think fit for either or both the following purposes,
namely"a) the elimination of discrimination in the field of employment
"b) the promotion of equality of opportunity in that field
between persons of different racial groups".
A similar code is planned for sex discrimination. These two
codes on sex and race, on the face of it, seem similar to the codes
of practice issued under the Employment Protection Act. Those
Employment Protection Act codes, attempting to regulate,
manage and de-fuse struggles as they fundamentally do, should
be rejected out of hand. But these codes laying down guidelines in the areas of sex and race discrimination, where the trade
union movement could well do with a major shake-up, more than
guidance: can we simply propose they are rejected also? I believe
it is not so simple.
The race relations movement, in moving into the trade unions,
has tried to limit the struggle against racialism, in this instance
with a code of practice. However, racialism in the trade unions is
usually not confronted at all. When the race relations merchants
or their unwitting agents start pressing inside the unions, they
not only present dangers, they also open up new opportunities
for propaganda against racialism on a principled basis. The new
code can be used in that it can be adopted by trade union bodies
as a statement of intent to fight racialism in employment, promotion, redundancies, etc. A document of this kind can aid antiracists in getting a fighting policy off the ground. There are
dangers of getting sucked into the race relations machine, but
they will have to be faced and fought. At the moment the trade
unions have no overall, concerted policy to combat racism in
their ranks. This document can be used to help launch one.
Undoubtedly groups like the Communist Party will slavishly
follow ~his code in the spiri! of the. race relatil~ns industry, i.e.
managmg rather than fighting ractsm: but thts code, when it
emerges, can be used, albeit in a critical spirit, by revolutionaries
in the trade unions to fight racialism - as long as s~ch•• ¥Sft.15..
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to any use of the police or the courts
or slate tribunals in internal trade union affairs.

The new Commission for Racial Equality proposed under the
Bill will replace the Race Relations Board and the Community
Relations Commission set up under the 1965 and 1968 Acts. The
local Community Relations Councils, being semi-voluntary in any
case, are to remain, and it seems likely the new Commission
will coordinate their work. The Commission will be similar to the
Equal Opportunities Commission set up under the Sex Discrimination Act, having powers to monitor events, conduct investigations, help certain individual cases, etc. It will probably take
over some of the funding work performed by various government
and local government institutions to various projects and self-help
groups working in the black communities. This funding can act as
semi-bribery, attempting as it does to shackle groups to the state
financially. Evidence of the success of this integration is by
no means clear, though many black groups believe that it is working as the Government intends. The new Commission's composition has been the subject of much representation. Many of the reformist black groups have argued for members of the various
racial groups to be on this body; yet others have argued for elected representatives ofthe various 'minorities' to sit on the Commission. Though none of these suggestions are likely to be taken
up, the illusions that they represent on the state as the agency for
combatting racialism are enormous. The commission will be part
ofthe State and a crucial element in the Race Relations Industry.
Black representatives on this body would not aid the fight against
racialism; instead they could help sow even deeper illusions in the
capitalist state and its impartiality and honesty in fighting racism.

Similar illusions are to be found in relation to suggestions made
about enforcement.
The enforcement
arrangements
for
complaints of discrimination are to be changed to fit in with the
Sex Discrimination Act procedures. Under the 1968 Act all
complaints went to the Race Relations Board, which either
referred the case to grievance procedures within an. industry,
or attempted conciliation itself. Though matters could be taken
further, to court, leading to compensation and so on, in practice
conciliation was the rule, particularly in employment cases.
The Board itself could take firms to court but did so only very
21

rarely, usually contenting itself with advice on how to change the
wayan institution or firm operated. Under the new Race Relations Bill both the Commission and individuals will be able to go
straight to the courts and, in employment matters, to the industrial tribunals. The Commission is supposedly to deal with the
larger cases, involving a whole firm's policy, for instance. The
individual is to deal with his own case before an industrial tribunal or court. This Bill is focused mainly on opening up 'equal
opportunity' in employment and therefore it is the industrial tribunals which are of the greatest importance. The industrial tribunals already exist, hearing cases under the Employment Protection Act, Sex Discrimination Act, etc.
Their extension to race cases has brought the call for more
black people on tribunals, similar to the call for more women on
tribunals. That many of the old fogies on the tribunals, like
judges, are probably insensitive to sex and race oppression if not
downright sexist and racist, is not reason enough to advocate
'getting the right people onto tribunals'. Tribunals are governed
by rules already laid down by the capitalist state with a view to
ensuring discussion within strict limits. Moreover, tribunals are
, made up of a legally qualified chairperson and two lay members,
one drawn from a CBllist, the other from a TUC list. If by chance
a sympathetic, honest and radical person got onto a tribunal
via the TUC list, he would l--e hamstrung both by the other two
members of the Tribunal and, more importantly, by the terms
of the Act. Once again, entering a state agency, in this case a
branch of the judiciary, is no way to fight racialism. Industrial
tribunals can be used under the new Bill by anyone; conciliation
is available but (unlike the 1968 Act provisions) it is not mandatory. The danger of tribunals is that it atomises the persons
complaining and encourages the view that racialism is simply a
series of individual cases of racial discrimination, each to be dealt
with on its merits. The person laying the complaint has to express
his or her complaint within the terms of the Bill and is hence
obliged to view the situation in the limited way the Bill does.
The experience of the Equal Pay Act and the Industrial Tribunal
rulings on the terms ofthat law shows the extent ofthat danger.
• The main point of tribunals, and the reason why it is advisable
they should be used only in exceptionaLcircumstances by blacks,
is that their use, by implication, gives rise to the view that the
state is the source of redress and the state procedures are the
means for fighting racialism. Nothing could be more of a snare.
This state not simply practises racialism, it is based on the
capitalist system which produced racialism in the first place,
sustains racialism ideologically, and creates and constantly
~ ..
,
\

re-creates, the social conditions in which racialism thrives. The
whole ideological thrust of seeing the capitalist state or some future refurmed capitalist state - as the means to aid
blacks fighting for a better life, and as the most important means
for fighting racialism, is to divide racialism from capitalism, and
thus the fight against racialism from the fight against capitalism.
The fight against racialism now should not be deferred in favour
of hypothetical or abstract fight against capitalism at some other
time or place. But by the same token the fight against racialism
should not limit itself to the fight to moderate racialist practices
within capitalism. If it does, then it turns itself from a fight
against racialism into a containment of the social disruptions
arising from racialist definioons being applied in the context of
an oppressive and exploiting social system.

What of the prospects if this new Bill is implemented? The
cuts have already undermined the financial allocation to combat
what is called 'racial disadvantage'. The lay-offs and the
non-employment of school-Ieavers are hitting blacks harder than
whites, as companies employ "last in, first out" and covert
"blacks out first" redundancy policies.
Racist biases
in education are being
moderated
very little, if at all. The immigration controls and the racist
immigration officers , implementing them are a brutal affron~to
the dignity and rights of blacks in Bntain. Dependants are bemg
treated worse than cattle, and the black communities are gettfng
more outspoken in their denunciation and protest against t~is
racialist treatment, which can only get worse. Pohce
victimisations of blacks, despite police liasion committees, race
relations police officia1setc, are not decreasing.
Fascist attacks are on the increase and so is black resistance.
The recent wave of anti-black press reporting has added to the
scepticism of the blacks about the government's intentions. An
important trend within the various black communities. is
politically opposed to being sucked into the race relat~ons
movement and is very concerned to expose the Race Relations
industry to black workers.
In this situation, the Race Relations strategy, of which the Bill
is a part, and which means the government being seen to be
opening up equal opportunity, gaining greater support in the
black communities themselves for racial discrimination
management policies, ameliorating to a limited extent the bad
housing conditions blacks are subjected to, gaining support in the.,

trade unions for their policies, etc. has a lot against it. But it has a
lot going for it too. Firstly, it has a state at its disposal. Secondly,
it possesses many branches and agents - unwitting or
otherwise - in the trade unions and black communities. In the
trade unions and black communities, the race relations
management strategy opens up possibilites for tevQlutionaries as
well as representing a danger. In the black communities, the
dangers are more pronounced, for the race relations exponents
are often radical and take up in a muted form issues like
immigration control and airport harassment, allocation of funds
etc. They will be encouraging the use of tribunals, the new
comnmission etc. and threaten to shackle black resistance. But
the black youth are as yet mainly uncommitted and with police
harassment, racist attacks, bad housing, they are going to take a
lot of convincing not to form the revolutionary and militant
current inside the black communities.
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is the possibility of material abun~ce.
Only at a certa.ln level 6(
development of the means of productIOn does the proletarl~t acquire
the possibility of liberating humanity - at the lev&1of a highly dev-,
eloped world capitalist economy.
, .
'
This Inherently international character of the socialist revolutIOn
on the one hand allowed the apparent anachronism of the seizure of
power by the proletariat in a b;;,ckwardcountry, Russia, ~hlch, taken
In Isolation from world economic development, was certarnly not ripe
for transcending capitalism; and, on the orh"" hand, 15the basis for
the possibility of a new communist or(j':'111..1 society initiated by a
class that can exploit no other class ano can only own the means.of
production collectively. On the basis of the potential for mate~lal
abundance which the already-developed world means of production
open up If liberated from the limitations of capitalism, it becomes
possible lor the first time to create a society where men and women
are free from the struggle for elementary means of subsistence and
thus from struggling against others for scarce resources.
Long before Marx and Engels, the international brotherhood of
the toilers was known and proclaimed as an Ideal by democrats and
socialists. Marx and Engels demonstrated its organic necessity if
proletarian liberation was ever really to occur. The new system of
equality would necessarily be a world society.
THE 3RD INTERNATIONAL & ITS DEGENERATION

•'I n 0ur epQch,whIch is the epoch of imperial ism, i.e. of world econo,my and world 1?0liticsunder the hegemony of finance capital, not a
single CommUnist Party can establish its programme by proceeding
~olely or marnly from cOi,ditions and tendencies of development in
Its ?wn country ... On August 4th, 1914, the death-knell sounded for
n~tlOnal prow.ammes for all time". Thus wrote Trotsky in his theoretical demolition of the Stalinist programme of 'Socialism In One
Country' ("The Third International After Lenin", p.4 Pathfinder ed.)
He meant, of course. that the collapse of the Second International
~>n.the outbreak f)' W'),I(1 Alar revealed starkly and beyond poss!bllity of senous denial, and ,n the most devastating way for socialISm, what had alreauy lOng been true - the bankruptcy of the Second International. That bankruptcy had found expression in accommodation by the major parties to 'their own' bourgeoisies within
'!,",pi, ClW'"
'latif)na! ~til!P~ 1914 was onlv a matter of anointing the
sacred unIOn of the classes Inside the states with the blood
Irum
tfle fratricidal sidugnter of the proletarians of the warring
imperialist nations.
Marxists had long understood that communism was a programme
of international revolution or a utopian dream and a rationalist absurdity. Internationalism is implied by, and a necessary corollary of
!he first premise of ~cientific Marxism. The proletariat, in liberating
Itsel~ as a class,.begrns.to liberate all humanity, for there is no class
that It can e.xpl~lt, and It 0iin only own the means of production, cre- .
ated by capitalism, collectively. But something more is needed to ensure that a new, exploitative minority will not eventually crystallise
out of th~ ~Ict?nous slaves of the old society and go on to establish
and stabilise Itself as a ruling class .on the basis of collectivised
economy, or of.a reversion to the old order with a section of the former wage slaves reolacino the former bourgeoisie. That prerequisite

The revolutionary working class movemen(has attempted therefore to organlse itself as an international army.
After the collapse of the Second International, Communists organised the Third International, constructed to be free of the defects
that destroyed the Second and to function In a new epoch with
world revolution immediately on the agenda. However, the unevenness and contradictoriness that had allowed the proletariat to win
power In a Russia unripe for socialist transformation now asserted
itself against the interests of revolution.
Isolated by the defeat of revolutions in the west, backward Russia
took Its revenge on the revolutionaries. Througn- the weakness,
blindness and unprincipled factionalism of a section of the revolutionary party (Zlnovlev-Stalln), l.enin's party was swamped In a sea
of careerists (the Lenin Levy). Instead of proving the bastion against
regression, It became the breeding ground out of which a new privileged elite emerged In Russia. An elite opposed to revolution, and
which wrecked the Communist International as a revolutionary
force - transforming every section of it where It could keep a grip
into an Instrument of counter-revolution.
A minority of communists around Trotsky, Rakovsky, and others,
began the work of creating a new International. Primarily, their work
wall to rescue the banner and Ideological foundations of the Comm
unlst International from the Stalinist bureaucrats who used the name
and banner 0.1the Communist International to dupe millions of
would-be revolutionary workers. Of course, rescuing the fundamental commu'nist programme and perspectives meant consistently
developing them In face of new events such as the rise of fascism .
- and of Stalinism itself. This was achieved more or less adequately"
by Trotsky.
Unable to reorientate the masses of communist workers to action
on a communist programme, the Trotskyist movement succeeded

brilliantly In defending and developing the Ideological bedrock for a
mass communist International. In 1938 the Trotskyist current founded the World Party of Socialist Revolution (Fourth International)
as a small international party whose right to exist had been establIshed by the soundness of the theoretical arsenal of which It was the
sole custodian. The weapons in that arsenal, the codifications of the
Communist International and the analyses of Trotsky were more or
less adequate to guide and lead the revolutionary workers to victory.
AFTER WORLD WAR TWO
But the Trotskyists remained Isolated. In 1940, Trotsky, the Intellectual dynamo of the Fourth International, the living memory and
embodiment· of the knowledge, experience and revolutionary will
of two generations of the world's revolutionaries, Including those
whom he, with Lenin, had led to conquer state power In 1917, was
murdered by a Stalinist agent. Simultaneously, In the war, reality
threw up new qualities.
'
Every defeated revolution generates new permutations In the
forces engaged In it, on one side or the other. So It was with the defeated revolutions of 1848. So too, and more so, with the consequences of the wave of defeats that had continued uninterruptedly
for the two decades before Trotsky's death. The bureaucracy, In
Russia consolidated Itself In the 1930sas a force with far more Independence, stability, and durability than all previous projections indicated It could have. Surviving the onslaught of the Nazis, partly
because of the ferociously racist character of the Invasion of the
country of the Slavs, deemed subhuman by the Nazis, the bureaucracy emerged ,Intact and helped capitalism restore Itself In Western
Europe, using the Communist Parties as Its Instruments.
Expanding Into l::astern Europe, by agreement with Imperialism
the bureaucracy remodelled a series of states as replicas of Russian
Stalinist society. Russia became one of the two world super-powers
- and one of the twin pillars of world reaction.
In Yugoslavia after 1943, Albania In 1944-5, and China after 1946,
Indigenous CPs took power and carried through antl-capltallst revolutions. Speaking of Russia In the 1870s, Marx had speculated on a
possibility of Russia 'leaping over' a stage In history straight into
socialist relations of production - on condition that there was a proletarian revolution in advanced Europe to act as aid, guide and
model. The peasant armies in China, led by ex-Communists, who
took power In 1948-9, entered into a relationship with Russia that
allowed them to act, spectacularly, contrary to all previous experIence of such movements. But Its guide and model, which gave It
very grudging aid Indeed, was the totalitarian police state, the degenerated workers'state of the USSR.
Nevertheless a society Identical In structure was also the final re~
suit - not the product of political counter-revolution, as In Ru~la,
but - In China and elsewhere - of mutant revolutionary victories.
Meanwhile, beginning with the war-time economic boom, and then
the post-war replacement and Korean war booms, capitalism took
off Into an expansionary explosion that lasted for decades. A new
floor was Inserted under the parties of reformism In the working
class movement.

is the possibility of maferial abundance. Only at a certain level of
development of the means of production does the proletariat ilcqulm
the possibility of liberating humanity - at the lev6'l of a highly dev-.
(~Iopedworld capitalist economy.
, .
'
This inherently international character of the. SOCialistre-..:olutlon
on the one hand allowed the apparent anachrOnism ?f the ~elzure of
power by the proletariat in a backward country, RUSSia,~hICh, taken
in Isolation from world economic developmen'o.,was ce,rtall1ly no~ripe
for transcending capitalism; and, on tho c, ;v' ha~d, IS t~~ baSISfor
the possibility of a new communist ord,~r, society initiated by a
class that can exploit no other class and can only OW,nthe means ,of
production collectively. On the basis of the potential for mate~lal
abundance which the already-developed world means of productIOn
open up If liberated from the limitations of capitalism, It becomes
possible for the first time to create a society where men and women
are free from the struggle for elementary means of subsistence and
thus from struggling against others for scarce resources.
Long before Marx and Engels, the international brotherhood of
the toilers was known and proclaimed as an Ideal by democrats and
;ocialists. Marx and Engels demonstrated its organic necessity If
proletarian liberation was ever really to occur. The new system of
eq uallty would necessarily be a world society.
THE 3RD INTER-NATIONAL & ITS DEGENERATION
The revolutionary working class movement has attempted therefore to organlse Itself as an International army,
A fter the collapse of the Second International, Communists organIsed the Third International, constructed to be free of the defects
that destroyed the Second and to function In a new epoch with
world revolution Jmmedlately on the agenda. However, the unevenness and contradictoriness that had allowed the proletariat to win
power In a Russia unripe for socialist transformation now asserted
itself against the Interests of revolution.
Isolated by the defeat of revolutions In the west. backward Russia
took Its revenge on the revolutionaries. Througfi the weakness,
blindness and unprincipled factionalism of a section of the revolutIonary party (Zlnovlev-Stalln), L.enln's party was swamped In a sea
of careerlsts (the Lenin Levy). Instead of proving the bastion against
regression, It became the breeding ground out of which a new privileged elite emerged In Russia. An elite opposed to revolution, and
which wrecked the Communist International as a revolutionary
force - transforming every section of It where It could keep a grip
Into an Instrument of counter-revolution.
A minority of communists around Trotsky, Rakovsky, and others,
began the work of creating a new International. Primarily, their work
wall to rescue the banner and Ideological foundations of the Comm
unlst International from the Stalinist bureaucrats who used the name
and banner of the Communist International to dupe millions of
would-be revolutionary workers. Of course, rescuing the fundamental commu'nlst programme and perspectives meant consistently
developing them In face of new events such as the rise of fascism "
_ and of Stalinism Itself. This was achieved more or less adequately
by Trotsky.
Unable to reorientate the masses of communist workers to action
on a c;om.munlst programme, the Trotskyist movement succeeded

brilliantly In defending and developing the Ideological bedrock for a
mass communist International. In 1938 the Trotskyist current founded the World Party of Socialist Revolution (Fourth International)
!is a small International party whose right to exist had been establIshed by the soundness of the theoretical arsenal of which It was the
sole custodian. The weapons In that arsenal, the codifications of the
Communist International and the analyses of Trotsky were more or
less adequate to guide and lead the revolutionary workers to victory.
AFTER WORLD WAR TWO
But the Trotskyists remained Isolated. In 1940, Trotsky, the Intellectual dynamo of the Fourth International, the living memory and
embodiment of the knowledge, experience and revolutionary will
of two generations of the world's revolutionaries, including those
whom he, with Lenin, had led to conquer state power In 1917 was
murdered by a Stalinist agent. Simultaneously, In the war reality
threw up new qualities.
'
'
Every defeated revolution generates new permutations In the
forces engaged In it, on one side or the other. So It was with the defeated revolutions of 1848. So too, and more so, with the consequences of the wave of defeats that had continued uninterruptedly
for the two decades before Trotsky's death. The bureaucracy In
Russia consolidated Itself In the 1930sas a force with far more Independence, stability, and durability than all previous projections Indicated it could have. Surviving the onslaught of the Nazis partly
because of the ferociously racist character of the invasion' of the
country of the Slavs, deemed subhuman by the Nazis, the bureaucracy emerged Intact and hl;llpedcapitalism restore Itself In Western
Europe, using the Communist Parties as Its Instruments
Expanding Into l::astern Europe, by agreement with 'Imperlallsm
the bureaucracy remodelled a series of states as replicas of Russian
Stalinist society. Russia became one of the two world super-powers
- and one of the twin pillars of world reaction.
. In Yugoslavia after 1943, Albania In 1944-5,and China after 1946,
md Igenous CPs took power and carried through antl-capltallst revolutions. Speaking of Russia In the 1870s Marx had speculated on a
possibility of Russia 'leaping over' a stage In history straight Into
socialist relations of production - on condition that there was a proletarian revolution in advanced Europe to act as aid guide and
model. The peasant armies in China, led by ex-Communists, who
took power In 1948-9, entered Into a relationship with Russia that
allowed them to act, spectacularly, contrary to all previous experIence of such movements. But Its guide and model, which gave It
very grudging aid Indeed, was the totalitarian pollee state the degenerated workers'state of the USSR.
'
Nevertheless a society Identical In structure was also the final 'result - not the product of political counter-revolution as In Russia
but - In China ~nd elsewhere - of mutant revolutionary victories:
Meanwhile, begmnlng with the war-time economic boom, and then
the post-war replacement and Korean war booms capitalism took
off Into an expansionary explosion that lasted for'decades. A new
floor was Inserted under the parties of reformism In the working
class movement.

The dilemma was real - revolutions had taken place. In the 1930s
Trotsky had referred to 'snobs' who 'rejected' the living revolution
in RUSSiabecause they disapproved of its obnoxious features contrasting them with the philistines who approved of much and
thus felt obliged to endorse or minimise the other features. The philistine approach has been the one adopted by the post-Second World
Congress 'Fourth International'. Criticising in the manner of giving
advice to those in power, it has, for good anti-snob, anti-sectarian,
"support the actual revolution" reasons, been unwilling to adopt,
as a stable element in its programme for the deformed workers'
states, the perspective of political revolution.
Willing and eager to recognise the 'appearance' of new 'workers'
states' as vindication of its belief that this Is the epoch of world
revolution, it has virtually iost sight of the working class In these
states - abandoning as operational parts of Its programme, that Is,
deleting from its real active programme, the heart and soul of any
communist organisation - many of the central and basic norms of
communism: for If the .Chinese deformed workers' state was ever
anything other than a grotesque mutant after 1949, what on earth
had communists been talking about for over 100years?
",
Endorsement of the Titoist, Maoist, Ho-Ist, Castrolst "teams"
has also been the experience of the FI, usually In the form of "If
they would do such and such adopt this polley, cease doing that. ...
then ... ". And unfortunately it has not been a pedagogic technique
for talking to certel In comlTlurllst-mlnded workers.
But these adaptations have been unstable, and the USFI has never
been a mere satellite of any of the bureaucratic forces it has adapted
to, never organically tied to them to the extent of losing freedom to
jum p clear at some point. And in 1967 the USFI corrected Itself on
China. It was a correction without self-criticism; indeed, Livlo Maltan's analyses, and the 10th world congress documents, talk of the
degenerated Chinese workers' state! But why is the lapse on China
worse than the social-patriotic error of 1940, of which the International, reorganlsing itself in 1944, purged itself through selfcriticism?
Firstly, the self-criticism of 1944 related the error to a rock-solid
norm of our movement; and the 1940 error has not been repeated.
Secondly, there has not been self-criticism on the Stalinist states.
The USFI 's positions - Maitan's, certainly - imply they were right
on Ch ina. Thirdly, they appear Incapable of learning.
The Tito experience was new, and there were many impressive
experiments in Yugoslavia after 1948. That the same approach was,
after the Tito experience, adopted for China and Vietnam indicates
not a lapse but a definite pattern of accomrnodation, rooted in the
absence of a stable analysis of Stalinism (there is decadent logicchopping instead); in the absence of a coherent theory of the workers' states (there are a wide number of distinct theories under the
umbrella label 'deformed workers' state'); in a commitment, above
all, to a semi-mystical belief in this as the epoch of world revolution.
It is the revolutionary epoch, and as good anti-sectarians we learn
from it, even to the extent of forgetting the norms of communism as
Marx, Engels, Lenin and the early Fourth International understood
them.

And, the norms being destroyed, accommodation has not been
confined to the Stalinist bureaucracies of the deformed workers'
states created by indigenous revolutions.

'Accommodation to Stalinism' Is a common charge against the
USFI from sectarians. From the Healy current It Is completely Incoherent - as witness their own pro-Maollt period In 1967 IS
with Its own shibboleth, the state-capltallst theory, to peddle, s~m8
to have more basis. But their theory adds, literally, nothing at all to
the programme for working-class revolution In the Soviet Union
worked out by Trotsky from the premise of Russia being a degenerated workers' state. And IS do not apply their theory seriously outside Russia. When the NLF won In Vietnam, IS was found Just demagogically cheering, while Work.r.'
Fight, the former workers'statist tendency of IS, reacted critically, and looked to the proletarIan-revolutionary tasks of the future.
'Accommodation to Stalinism' Is a true charge - a lot of empirical
evidence can be adduced - but a gross and one-sided oversimplificatlon. It simply ml•••• the point about what happened to the FI after
world war 2, and its essential sickness - vulgar evolutionism.
If, In 1948, despite bombastic assertions and rhetoric, the comrades saw the perspectives of the 1938 Fourth International routed
because of the organlsatlonal weakness of the FI, and the 'world revolution' run Into a cul-de-sac, the Tlto/Stalln break, and then the
victory of the peasant armies In China, opened up new perspectives.
The Intervention of the Chlf'':'se army In Korea against US ImperialIst aggression, In December 1950, decided the leaders of the FI that
a whole new surge forward was opening up. The epoch was, after
all, asserting Itself. But what role for the Fourth InternaUonal? What
role for the working class?
The essence of the situation from 1950 onwards can be summed
up thus: looking back seven years, the FI saw a whole series of revolutions, organlsed by the Russian Stalinist army or autonomously'
looking forward, the prospect was for' new struggles and probably
vlctorle •. The prospect of a third world war was brought forward
sharply by the Korean conflict. What role could the West European
CPs play with the Soviet Union involved, except to support It? World
War 3 would be an International civil war, 'History' was on the move
'again - but the Trotskyists not only were not central; at best they
were the seed of some future ripening of genuine socialism,'
'The Revolution' had been happening since 1943 and the 'bllnkered dogmatists' hadn't noticed; we must learn from past mistakes
and Integrate ourselves Into It - so reasoned the 'anti-sectarians'
~rom 1,948-9onwards. From that date - probably the decisive turn'rg POint was Dee, 1950 - the Trotskyists related to a 'worid revolu~,onllry 'process'; preViously seeing themselves as central, they. now
Increa~lngly becamecommentators & politicai weatherforecasters.
It Is possible to take world analysis doCuments (for exampie
comrade Mlchel-Pablo's "Where Are We Going?") which are mod~
elled on the app(Oach and structure of the documents of the Communist International, especially Trotsky's, and pinpoint exactly what

Is different: the protagonl.t is no longer the' co'nsclous'force, the
revolutionaries and the working class. The protagonllt Is History Itself, the processes, the trends. 'The Revolution' is a drawn-out
process. an intensified evolution. The distinction between evolution
and revolution, indeed, becomes meaningless,
Vulgar evolutionism differs from a dialectical view of evolution
in denying that the evolutionary process culminates In a sharp revolutionary leap, as nine months' pregnancy culminates in a qualitative
break. In the early '50s the 3rd World War - the War-Revolution was considered Inevitable (and many pra!lent-day critics of the USFI,
including the leaders of IS and the WRP, accepted this). History was
marching along that path. Everything else - the Korean war, for
exam pie -- was part of the process leading to and through that cataclysm. And that process was the Revolution. Moreover, If the procelli could find expression in certain CPs, why not also, up to a point,
In mass social-democratic parties like the Belgian or the British
(In left social democratic Bevanlsm, quaintly called' a centrist curr.entl), Or In nationalist movements like the Bolivian MNR or the Algerian FLN? Why not Indeed?
Ad lalectlcal Marxist view would expect the pressures of capitalist
reality or of war to find expression In these areas too, of course.
But whereas the Trotskyists before the Second World Congress saw
the revolution as a matter of reorienting the working class vanguard
and would have Intervened to build their own organlsatlons. seeing
them as an essential prerequisite for victory, after 1950 it became a
ma.tter of spotting the trends - which could, and maybe would,
succeed at least in good part without us. Since this Is hardly a congenial view for subjective revoJutlonaries, It has not uniformly produced passive accommodation, but also, and quite logically, adventurlst, ultra-left, "win the Revolution" binges.
Not least because of failure to relate what had occurred In the StalInist states to our proletarian norms, what had been done to what
needed to be done, Ideological chaos ensued. The Chinese peasant
CP had overthrown capitalism - of course It wasn't Stalinist!
Scholasticism did service to square the circles and round off the
triangles.

The slanderers of the USFI trend say It abandons the struggle
for the revolutionary party. An absurdity - on the formal level.
YEltwhen J P Cannon, In the 1953 split, said that his opponents had
removed from 'Trotskyism' what Lenin had contributed to Its foundations, he did get at the essence of the situation. A party, even a
very big, well-organised and Imposing party, which does not see
Itself as essential, which does not always see the working class and
the fight for working class independence as central, has essentially
broken with Leninism. A "workers' party" which does not have a
programme for the working class living In one or .other of the totalItarian Stalinist states - that is no Leninist party, and revulsion at
the crude stupidities and slanders of the WRP should not blind us to
the fact.
Vulgar evolutionism together with continued attempts to Intervene and build revolutionary organisations has a debilitating logic,
The Trotskyists of 1940 boldly counterposed themselves to whatever
they believed contradict~d their progr.amme - because they believ-

ad their programme to De a pre-requl ••••. an essential. After 1950
what status did the programme have? DeSirable the 'blueprint' for
the future, the transitional programme containing key demands for
essential struggles - yes. But If the Revolution Is happening
anyway, and a reasonable facsimile of what the Trotskyists want can
be the result, then what need for intransigence?
The task is to 'Integrate', to gain mass Influence even by IdeologIcal accommodation. The programme shifts and changes accordingIy. Intransigence, which Trotsky considered an essential attribute
becomes a positive liability. This was especially so, and took on
momentum It has never lost, under pressure of the Impending
world war 3. Urgency, urgency, and more urgency was the keynote
- otherwise the Trotskyists would be left on the sidelines of the
evolution I Revolution.
The failure coldly to assess the Yugoslav and Chinese revolutIons also Inescapably produced an erosion of the norms of TrotskyIsm. The end prOduct, especlaily In the areas where entry Into the
Social Democracy was' practised (Britain, Belglum, Germany ... )
was a large-scale rebirth of the 'La Commune' syndrome of a current
In 1930s French Trotskyism - the seeking after Influence and numbers and 'Integration' on the basis of shedding much of the programme of Trotskyism. That Is, In the final analysis and Inescapably, In the service of another programme. The Healy tendency In the
early '50s In Britain, the pioneering model of 'deep entry' was
roughly a more pro-Stalinist version of today's "Tribune".
'
These characteristics, established In the early '50s, haVe continued and developed In changing conditions. Ever seeking the flood
tide, the high peak of capitalist prosperity found the FI still expecting mass radicailsations in the soclal-democratic and Stalinist partIes. When the mass left-reformist ('centrist') currents didn't
emerge, they tried to organlse It, themselves gallantly filling the
political gap by largely confining themselves to the programme such
a movement would be likely to have. They avoided the VUlgar catastrophism of the Healy tendency, but throughout the capitalist boom
never made more than a cUrrent progress report on the state of capItallsm. This largely con ibuted to their Inability to orientate
adequately.
The proto-IMG In Britain were still doing that, with "The Week",
as late as 1968.Thereafter they chased after another will o'the wisp,
the student movement, leaving IS to grasp the potential of working
class rec~uits. The IMG ,Is now apparently getting ready for a new
venture In the same line as "The Week" with Its "class struggle
left wing" orientation.
'
.

a

ationism implicit in vulgar evolutionism; a record ,of Incapacity to
know which hour of the political clock it is; chronic political Instab- .
IIlty. These are the features of the post-1940s FI.
Inescapably such a history has resulted in a massive number of
splits and sediment groups left behind as 'The International' or a
section makes some zlg or zag. In Britain, the WRP, MIlitant, InstItute for Workers' Control are all such. Even the IMG of 1972 Is now
a ghostly little cult around one C Marshall, calling Itself the ReVOlutionary Marxist Current! A movement In such chaos, especially
after so long in such a condition, is unlikely to produce a healthy
opposition from within itself or to self-regenerate. Instead It produces tendencies which fetishise one or other discarded tactic; over-react and simply Invert one phase; take some aspect of the FI to caricature extremes (the Posadastendency, for example, reduced vulgar
evolutionism to sheer clinical lunacy) - or else quack denuncIations which testify to little but the state of mind of the denouncers.
Such are the' 'anti-Pablo ites" .
Some or all of the diseases of post-Trotsky 'Trotskyism' are laid
at the door of Michel Pablo, secretary of the FI for ,t5 years. But
those problems sl)m .up a situation of ~ movement, faced after world
war 2 with ideologically reg~nerating itself. which failed to do so adequately; and all the anti-Pabloltes emerge from that movement In
the period of Its crisis without haVing freed themselves from Its essential features. Thus the 'cures' they purvey are worse, almost Invariably, than the disease; and the USFI Is 'better', more politically
and Intellectually serious in attempting to deal with the problems of
the movement, than any of them.
Either the whole history of the movement since the death of Trotsky Is reviewed and assayed according to Its strengths then and the
changes In the world since - In which case that history might sensibly be called the history of 'Pablolsm' or 'Mandellsm' or whatever,
were the term 'Pablolsm' not Irredeemably tainted by the use made
of It by Its chief champions. Or else you get hysterical squabbles
within the essential tradition of the broken-backed 'TrotSkyism' that
had lost benef In Itself after 1948and nothing Is possible but demonology - the 'evil Pablo' theory of post-war Trotskyism.
Whether It Is accomplished by lying and distortion on the breathtaking scale of the SLLlWRP and OCI, or Is an honest but futile
attem pt by ex-WRP tendencies like the WSL to 11ftthemselves up by
their bootlaces, Is of secondary Importance. A thorough critical analysis of the whole history is less comfortable, but It Is the only serious
apPFoach. It Is the I-CL's approach.
THE I-CL AND BUILDING A MARXIST INTERNATiONAL

No stable or coherent analysis; no stable revolutionary program'!'e for all of the states of the Stalinist type; a response to StalinIsm s expansion by a self-abnegating relapse to a grotesquely mechanical stresa on "the epoch of revolution", mechanical and serrflmystical at the eame time; the concomitant development of a vulgar
evolutionism which spread from the response to Stalinist expansIon Into every field of work; loss of cdmmunlst norms arising both
from the lack of a clinical analysis of what has been done and needs
to be done In various deformed workers' states and from the adapt-

If the .USFI were a mass International with roots In the working
class such as the Secondand Third Internatlonals had, the argument
so far would tell us nothing whatsoever about Whether the I-CL
should be part of the USFI. The USFI is, however, an Ideological
formation, a propaganda International with pathetically weak roots.
The standards by which revolutionaries relate to a 3rd International,
even In Its degeneracy, and to the USFI, must be radically different.
To the argument that only If there Is a radical break such as 1914
or 1933 Is organisational separation necessary, the answer Is separation from what? The USFI - hQwevermuch bigger It is than
the I-CL - Is a small propaganda grQ4!p,whose programme is gross-

Composition, so also an international tendency Is an internatlonal
tendency because of Its international programme, not because of
containing groupings from different countries.
The impatience car. also be nationalist in ano!her sense: If the root
of the impatience is national problems, and madequately-founded
international ventures are used as a deus ex machlna to solve those
national problems.
'Reconstruct the Fourth International' 13a childish cry, ImplylnQ
that what we are to reconstruct is an already-deflned or mapped-out
object: The whole problem Is that we have to 'reconstruct' not only
the Internatlonal, but the answer to the question: what, politically, II
the International?; that IS, what is the revolutionary Internatlona!
programme? Thus the call 'reconstruct the Fourth International
means, usually - and logically - organlsatlonal carpentry. Those.
- like our Nil comrades - who wish to use that call to mean programmatic as we11as organisatlonal reconstruction chose a slogan
which according to strict and precise Interpretation belongs much more properly with the various 'International Committee' offshoots which o(lginated It and who do take It to mean just
organ Isatlonal re-assembllng.
The questions dealt with In this Introduction - the tempo and
tasks of resolving the crisis of revolutionary communism; the slogan
'reconstruct the Fourth International; the question of whether the
decisive crisis of the Fourth International must be dated from the
late' 40s, or - as some comrades In the International Initiative hold
- from the beginning of world war 2; the scientific value or otherwise of the concept' PabloIsm• - are all part of the debate and discussion we are carrying on within the Nil, which Is also reflected
In the "International Discusiion Bulletin" of the International
Initiative. Here we reproduce the I-CL's resolution on adhering to
the NII, and a debate between the I-CL and the Spartacusbund
on the question of the Workers' Government In relation to Portugal.

Iy Inadequate, often perniclous,arld, In the case of certain deformed
workers' states at different times, anti-Trotskyist. Moreover, the
pretence that a Trotlkylst International exlltl Is Itlelf pernlclOllI.
We need to re-Iay the programmatic balll for luch an International.
To lend credence to the pretenllons of the USFI II to militate agalnlt
doing that.
In addition, for the I-CL, It would mean taking up an existence
as a propaganda group Inside the IMG while purveying
the often pernicioul politics of that organisation pUblicly.

• • •

Nevertheless the I-CL feels a heavy responsibility for International
work. There Is no communism without internationalism. We want to
discuss with the comrades of the USFI, which we consider the
mainstream of the current emerging from the movement of Lenin
and Trotsky, honestly and seriously. We have approached them for
such discussions. At present they apparently refuse, saying that we
must first withdraw our characterisation of the USFI as centrist that Is, that we must accept a priori their self-proclaimed political
authority; that the conclusion of the discussion must be settled before Its opening I We print here the USFl's document dealing with
relations with the I-CL, and our reply, together with material on the
Vietnamese question which epltomlses the central difference
between us and the USFI: that Is, Independent working class action
In the deformed workers' states.
.

• ••

In addition, we have for some years participated in conferences
organlsed by the Lutte Ouvrlere group in France - a tendency
which Is both distant from us on many crucial political questions,
and far less central to post-Trotsky 'Trotskyism' than the USFI;
but a tendency, nevertheless, which Is honest, serious, and In many
ways an entirely distinctive
current
within
post-Trotsky
'Trotskyism'. In International Communllt 4 W8 shall be publishing material reflecting our debates with LO.

• • •

• •••

Also we have joined the 'Necessary International Initiative',
a framework for discussion Involving German, Austrian, and Italian
comrades. It Is no more than a framework, based on known limited
agreement and commitment to test
possibilities of further agreement. and we stress that.
Our Int~natlonal contactI are vJtal and Importan~. Byt If Ojlr ~Ic
analysis is right, it follows that they are seen In tile context of
the Job of ideologically 4".worklng the legacy of poet-war
'Trotakylsm'; and, apart from exchange of Information and experIence: will be valuable primarily to the degr•• that they contribute
to that Ideological work. A (voluntarily) nationally-Isolated existence
Is Incompatible with communism. But so would be an attempt to
construct the facade of an International tendency from International
contacts (however promising) at forced-march pace, without adequate or serious attention to the tasks of Ideological r~eneratlon.
SUch Impatience - super-Internationalist In appearance, and even
In subjective Intention - Is at root nationalllt, because reflecting a
federalist view of an International. Just as a proletarian party Is
defined b~ !t. proletarian prog~!.mme, not bx. a p~letar~
social
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We approach these discussions without the blustering pretensions
of the various self-proclaimed 'Internationals', and also without the
phlllstinism of those who believe that the whole history of attempts
to defend and regenerate the Internatlonal-communlst programme
in the post-war period Is some sort of petty-bourgeois academic
diversion. The basis for a democratlc-centrallst International
does not exist; it must be created. The USFI Itself must soon demonstrilte this as the de facto federal content of this seriously
divided organisation finally brings the organlsatlonal forms Into line
with the content, through a split.
It would be better If the USFI admitted the reality that it Is a
federation, and thus cleared away a major barrier to a free exchange
of political views (as opposed to organlsatlonal-dlplomatlc fencing)
with groups like Lutte Ouvrlere, the l-eL, etc - that Is, the pretence
that It can have the authority of a democratlc-centrallst International, a pretence built Into the fraudulent claim that the USFI COJ'lstlt~
utes an adequate or even a homogeneouspolitical tendency.

,-CL,AND
lF1E USF,

having betrayed the Trotskyist programme in favour of
Brandlerism - is the International-Communist League. The
nature of this cqntradiction, and the tactics to be pursued in relation to it, must be more closely determined by the IMG, but, for
the moment, we cannot enter into the same type of relations with
the I-CL as with the organisations in point 7(0...

••
Letter from the I-CL to the USFI, J() September 1976.

Excerpts from the United Secretariat resolution, "Relations with
Trotskyist organisations or groups claiming to be Trotskyist which
are outside the Fourth International" (3-4/7/76).
In determining relations with all political forces, including those
which are Trotskyist or which claim to be Trotskyist, the FI must
be guided not by subjective impressions but by objective political
characterisations. It is necessary to clearly distinguish between
those forces which we characterise as revolutionary and those we
do not, and between those which characterise the FI as revolutionary and those who do not, and in each case our tactics and relations
must reflect this fact and situation....
... There are a large number of organisations claiming to
Trotskyism in Britain. Along the criteria outlined above, however,
we may distinguish thefol/owing broad categories:
(i) Organisations which prima facie must be characterised as
revolutionary and which regard the FI as a revolutionary organisation (Workers League, Chartists, League for Socialist Action). To
these currents, we should seek to maintain the same essential
relations as outlined with Lutte Ouvriere above, i.e. we should
seek to involve them in the activity of the International, invite
them to conferences of the sections, .supply them with International Discussion Bulletins subject to the usual conditions, discuss
their making a submission to the discussion for the World
Congress...
(i;)An organisation which should be characterised as Trotskyist
but which maintains strongly contradictory characterisations of
the FI - characterising it even within the same doctllnents as
the "mainstream of Trotskyism" and as not being Trot~t
and-

We thank you for sending us a copy of the USFI Resolution on
"Relations with Trotskyist Organisati?ns" . .
.,
In reply we wantto make so~ br!ef pOlOts of clanficatto~ .re:
the I-CL position on your orgaOlsatlOn and also some polIttcal
comments.
Firstly, in your comments on our organisation's characterisation of the USFI you miss the point. There is no contradiction in
saying, as we do, that the USFI is both the mainstream emerging
from the movement for the FI and the FI founded by Trotsky a.nd
that in its positions over the last 28 years on a supplementary
'wtkers' revolution (political revolution) in various deformed
w rkers' states - taken as a whole and judged over the period
s~ ce the second World Congress - ~an only bt; characterised as
Brandlerite. (We refer to Brandlensm on this and no other
questions or positions held by the Brandlerites.)
. .
One can point to any member of~our?r ou.rorgan!SatlOn and ~ay
truthfully that he or she is pat! of the biological malO~tream gOlOg
back to certain forms of fish hfe, and beyond. That IS not to say
that that person is a fish!. You are th~ mainstr~am; but your positions (for different countries and at different ttmes) on the central
questions for certain countries is antagonistic to the programme of
the historic Trotskyism.
You are the mainstream - but of a movement which very largely failed in the task posed to it by the emergence of the deformed
workers' states: the task of ideological self-regeneration.
The I-CL considers itself part of this movement and certainly
does not pretend to have solved the problems of the post-war
movement. However, we insist on defining the situation as one of
massive unsolved problems. To pretend that what needs to be

done is already done is to militate against doing it; and we can find
no other explanation than the fact that basic problems remain
unsolved, for the repeated lapses of the USFIon these questions,
e.g. on Vietnam today.
Of course we do not consider the USFI the worst tendency on
these questions; the post-'63 "orthodox Trotskyists" have more
than once "out-Pabloed" the people they insist on calling by the
meaningless political term Pabloism. Nor does the I-CL deny that
it stand politically on many positions developed by your tendency
- on the contrary, we say so publicly. But for you to pick up
alleged contradictions between calling you the mainstream and yet
Brandlerite is either a fault of comprehension (which may be
entirely the fault of our text) or else decadent and politically pointless logic-chopping. It is not the road to a serious political
discussion.
Trotskyism, fully armed and adequate politically and programmatically, is a historical category that disappeared, because
the world which its forces were too weak to change according to its
programme evolved in strange, and essentially unforeseen, permutations. "Trotskyism" evolved as a series of political mutations
after 1948. Today's "Trotskyists", standing on the great tradition .
of the common roots of our tendencies, have still to regenerate
the movement that suffered such tremendous blows in the 1940s.
To say that, and then settle down to a study circle existence,
would be an abandonment of the class struggle. But to pretend,
as your tendency does, that the situation is just fine, is, deliberately or otherwise, to perpetuate a fraud and erect the organisation
and name of the FI into an essentially a-political shibboleth. Since
politics is central, such an approach can in the long term only lead
to the failure and collapse of the work you and we are attempting.
Your very attempt at defining your relations with "other
Trotskyists" illustrates this. Apparently it is the name "Trotskyism" that matters I Itis hard to see what - other than the con<;ept
of democratic centralism, which is very largely fictitious (at least
between the two main trends in the USFI) - separates you from
the "family of Trotskyism" conception of Lutte Ouvriere, according to which even the scoundrels who dominate the OCI are ...
Trotskyists.
Comrades, the I-CL characterisation of your tendency as Brand. lerite on the question of the deformed workers' states may very
well imply a programme of attempting to break up the existing
framework of the USFI. For now and the foreseeable future, we
think it demands dialogue and discussion with you. (And with
other tendencies: we have decided to engage in the Necessary International Initiative grouping, explicitly differentiating ourselves

from the foundation text.
For you to demand of us that we call you Trotskyist as a precondition for any close dialogue is ultimatistic and rather childish.
That serious people should comply with a demand for political selfdisavowal is anyway unthinkable. The word Trotskyist is one
which we use colloquially. Apart from that, in any scientific or
precise sense, it should be used very sparingly indeed. In precise
terms we think it would be presumptuous to consider the I-CL
Trotskyist - though self-evidently we think ourselves nearer the
programme of Trotskyism and the early FI than we think you to be.
You, like the I-CL, are Trotskyists in the colloquial sense, and we
have no objection to calling you such. In our conference documents, however, we insist on attempting to be scientifically
rigorous.
We ask you to talk with us about the substance of our disagreements and not about words. We formally propose that you discuss
with the I-CL on the same terms as with the organisations itemised
in your point 7(i).
If you require any formal declaration from us that we do not
consider you counter-revolutionary, do consider you SUbjectively
revolutionary, etc, there should be no problem from our side. Our
attitude has nothing in common with those of the "anti-Pabloites"
who, in asserting that the USFI departs from Trotskyism, allege
that it is counter-revolutionary, consciously seeking to liquidate
the cadres of Trotskyism, etc, and who counterpose the sectarian
tradition of the 'International Committee' as the true tradition of
Trotskyism.
Fraternally, Sean Matgamna. for the I-CL.
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VETNAM
4ppeal
the T{'nth World ConRress of the USFI, from the
Bolshevik-Leninist group of Vietnam.
THE BOLSHEVIK-LENINIST group of Vietnam (BLV) sends you
its fraternal greetings and wishes the Congress great success in
keeping with our great hopes.
We know that serious subjects are presently being discussed in
the International, especially the Vietnamese problem. We deeply
regret that for material reasons (date of the Congress became
known too late, passports, visas ... ) the BL V is absent from your
debates. We regret it all the 'more because our group does not have
the same positions as the International nor the comrades of
the opposition. We could contribute original ideas as Vietnamese
Trotskyists, having been able to read many Vietnamese documents
hardly known outside of the .:ountry.
Our BL V group was constituted as a section of the International
in 1947, by joining the International. It has a long history behind
it. It was our group that had successfully led, during the 1946-53
period, the movement of 20,000 emigrant workers in France ...
Our group was able to resist the most brutal repression of French
imperialism during the first war in Vietnam .
... a small group remains in France and carries on in spite of a
thousand difficulties. It is the present defender of Vietnamese
Trotskyist traditions and ideas.
Althoughfor tactical reasons we don't officially identify ourselves in our press as Trotskyists, all the Vietnamese political circles
in France know of our existence, especially the North Vietnamese
ruling circles. We are seeking to constantly intervene in the
struggle against American imperialism through all sorts of actions
taking many different forms.
.
In the very special historical conditions in Vietnam, where the
enormous weight of the VCP [' 'Vietnamese Communist Party' 'J
crushes all the organisations to its left, maintaining a Trotskyist
group, even a propaganda group, is an extremely difficult task.
We have been able to do this during these last years with.no help
whatsoever from the International orfrom the Ligue Communiste.
((I

In the political debate now uhfolding in the International, we
note two opposite errors. Thefirst consists of prettying up the vep
to the point of labelling it a Revolutionary Party, thus forgetting
the entire past historical development afthis party, and not taking
into account its present opportunistic and empirical policy whic,.
could cause serious setbacks for the Vietnamese Revolution. The
second error is wanting at all costs to stick to the old schemas
and refusing to see the evolution of this party in the new conditions and the fact that it has successfully led the national liberation
struggle.
The BL V group is constantly careful not to fall into either of the
two errors. It constantly attempts to keep in touch with reality,
to understand it and to draw the lessons from it for action, never
losing sight of the fundamental principles of Trotskyism and
Leninism.
Comrades,
We request that you make our existence known to the sections
and that you dehate out the following questions.
1) Should the International concern itself with a Vietnamese
Trotskyist group which has remained loyal to the International and
which has carried on against great obstacles, in the most difficult
of conditions?
2) Should we work towards the creation ofa section of the Fourth
International in Vietnam?
An answer to these two questions would already resolve half the
debate under way on the Vietnamese problem.
Our very fraternal greetings,
the BL VG.
February S, 1974.
Reproducedfrom "Workers' Vanguard", 4 July jCJ75.
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Letter from the I-CL to the USFI, 9 November 1976.
WE ARE WRITING to inquire about your poricy on the building of
a Trotskyist organisation in Vietnam. The analysis defended by
Pierre Rousset and many other leading figures of the USFI,
according to which the vep is an 'empirical revolutionary party'
and has assimilated the principal elements of the theory of permanent revolution in relation to Vietnam, leaves little role for the
building of such an organisation. And none of the documents of
the USFI, to our knowledge, are clear on the question. The most

that can be found is a reference in tile December 1972 lEe plenum
resolution, on the role of revolutionary Marxists in "deepening the
permanent revolution in South Vietnam and helping it attain final
victory" .
The comrades who produce the journal "Quan Sat" have assured us that the document published in Workers' Vanguard, 4 July
1975, is theirs.
We have made inquiries from the IMG and the LCR to check on
that document's charges that the USFI is giving no assistance to
the building of a Vietnamese Trotskyist organisation. We have
received no clear reply from the IMG. Comrade Vergeat of the
LCR, however, in a recent discussion, told one of our comrades
that the USFI did in fact assist the Vietnamese group, but that it
did not publish any of the statements of that group because of
a general USFI security ruling against the publication of the documents of Trotskyist groups in deformed workers' states.
This argument, in.our opinion, raises several grave questions.
I. How does translating and publishing a document in French,
English, etc create more security problems than publishing it in
Vietnamese?
2. The LCR, at least. believes that Vietn,am,js a workers'. state
where the bureaucratic deformations are reformable. How can'
that position be reconciled with saying that security reasons prevent the widespread publication of any document of the Vietnamese Trotskyists?
J. Meanwhile security reasons do not stop the USFI from giving
wide publicity to the activities of your section in, for example, the
police state of Spain.
4. The USFI - correctly, in our view - gives wide publicity to
the declarations of many non-Trotskyist oppositionists in the USSR
and the deformed workers'· states. Why not do as much for USFI
supporters in those states?
We are writing to inquire whether - assuming we have understood and reported comrade Vergeat's position correctly - that
is a correct representation of the position of the USFI; if not, what
the USFI's position is; in any case, what the reasons for the USFI's
position are.
Fraternally, C Reynolds, for the I-CL.

lF1E
'NrERNATONAl
NTATVE'
Declaration on the 'Necessary International Initiative', adopted by
the National Committee of the International-Communist League,
24th September 1976.
The I-eL declares its participation in the framework of the International Initiative on the basis of'
1. agreement on major programmatic questions concerning the
Portuguese experience;
2. agreement on certain points concerning the Fourth
International:
- that no FI exists in the tradition of Trotsky 's FI;
- that communists must work to build an International in the
tradition of Trotsky 's F/;
- that this task requires not only organisational reconstruction
but also programmatic regeneration.
In participating in the 'International Initiative' framework which is not a democratic-centralist international tendency - we
do not hide the serious disagreements on the analysis of the crisis
of the Fourth International expressed in our amendments to the
'International Initiative '. We reject the view that the political!
ideological collapse of the Fourth International took place early
in the Second World War; and we consider the concept of 'Pabloism' meaningless and misleading.
Equally we do not ignore the possibility that these analytical
disagreements may turn out to correspond to programmatic
disagreements rendering systematic collaboration impossible.
However, that possibility is to be determined as the outcome of
discussions and collaboration, not erected as a block to such
discussions.

Debate:
WORKERS'
GOVERNMENf
AND PORTUGlL
From "Spartacus"
[June 1976].

no.

28

THE FOG AROUND the presidential elections in June is becoming clearer. So far there are
5 candidates for the office of
President: leading them all, the
'hero of 25th November', General Eanes, who can count on
support ranging from the CDS
to the PS; the 'admiral without
'fear'
and incumbent Prime
Minister, Pinheiro de Azevedo,
and the CP, which originally
flirted with the idea of supporting Eanes, is surprisingly
putting up the civilian and onetime CP speaker in the Constituent Assembly, Octavio Pato.
Furthermore, Fernando Macedo de Sonsa is standing for the
PCP-ML, and Arlete Vieira da
Silva as joint (1) candidate of
the LCI and PRT [*1]. The attempt by several extreme left

organisations particularly
PRP and MES - to put up the
bankrupt Otelo de Carvalho as a
candidate seems iQall probability to be doomed. to failure.
These organisations seem'rather to be endeavouring to put up
their own candidates - significantly after the CP put up their
own party candidate - which
however does not exclude a surprise; if Otelo has a striking
characteristic it is his vacillation and inconsistency [*2].
The importance ofthe presidential election is in respect to
the coming formation of a gov-,
ernment; the prime minister
will be named by the president.
In the present political situation
in Portugal revolutionaries cannot ignore the discussions
around the presidential elections, in this discussion all political conflicts come to a head.
Their outcome 'is not of little

date in the presidential elections, whose main propaganda
content would be the tactic
developed above. It is obvious
that within this considerable
prominence must be given to
denouncing the support of the
SP for the candidate of the 25th
November, Eanes, as we would
attack support for any 'prominent' soldier, since this is an expression of the reformists'
ties to the military bonapartism
of the MFA. According to all
the information we have so far,
support for the (civilian) CP
candidate Pato will be necessary in the second round (provided he reaches it) [*3].
Pato willbe a candidate of a CPPS unity, which is seen by the
Stalinists as a unity within the
bounds of a Popular Front, "but
which is the unity in the strugg- .
Ie for their class interests in
the eyes of large sections of
the working class. Revolutionaries must relate to this contradiction between the expectations of the masses and the
treacherous intentions of their
leaderships, and not stand on
the side-lines in sectarian fash-

ion. Revolutionaries can vote
for Pato together with large
sections of workers, and thus
for CP-SP unity. They will
only do this on the basis of
their programme which formulates the fundamental interests
of the class, and as a consequence of this programme they
will uncompromisingly oppose
all popular front concepts at
all levels. For us, the call for the
united front is inseparably
bound up with the demand on
the reformists to break with the
bourgeoisie. "Qass
against
class I" - this slogan must be
at the centre of propaganda and
agitation today, and it will not
be without effect.
*1. Macedo de Sonsafinally did not
stand, Vieira da Sliva was withdrawn by the LCI and the PRT
after they discovered that her
prison sentences under the Caetano regime had been for petty
crime, not, as she claimed, for political activity,
*2. Carvalho eventually did stand.
*3. Eanes won a clear majority on
the first round and there was therefore no second round of the presidential election.

Letter from the J-eL to th9 Spartacusbund, 21 July 1976.
IN SPARTACUS28 [June 1976],you write: "In Portugal today we
~all for a CP-SP workers' government, which must express the
tndependence ofthe workers' movement from the bourgeoisie and
base itself on the mobilisation of the working class in the struggle
for its class interests" .
We consider this demand for a workers' government to be
wrong in the present situation in Portugal. We agree that revolutionaries "must develop a tactic with the aim of creating the United
Front of the working class against reaction and against capitali~t

exploitation"; and t.hai.re'Mw'kmarie:;;;L
l.he CP latld SF
to "break with the bourgeoisie"; and thatiJlc comrades of too Lel
and PRT failed..to concretise their sloWm "for a govermrent
en dent ofthe bourgeoisie without capHaiists and generals"-- 1nit
you then go on to describe a CP-SP government as a workers'
government.
The slogan of a workers' government arose in relation to the
question of the united front, in which the revolutionaries played
a central role. The idea was that "The most elementary tasks of
a workers' government must consist in arming the proletariat,
~n ?isarmi~g the bourgeois counter-revolutionary organisations,
m mtroducmg control of production, in putting the chief burden
of t.axation on the shoulders of the rich, and in breaking down the
resIstance of the counter-revolutionary bourgeoisie" (Resolution
on Tactics ofthe Fourth Congress ofthe Comintern).
Such a demand can only be valid in a period of mass mobilisation, in a situation of acute instability of the bourgeois state, and
crisis and ferment in the labour movement. In such a situation it
is not necessarily true that the working class will stand united
behind a revolutionary party which could lead the struggle for
power. The demand for a workers' government is a bold tactical
compromise which revolutionaries can use in struggle, a call on
~he reformist and c.entrist parties which command the mass allegIance of the workmg class to take power and act against the
bourgeoisie; it is not our aim, nor is it an essential, strategical part
of our programme.
Revolutionaries would rigorously expose a workers' government
when it faltered in the struggle against reaction, and fight for it
to be ~eplac~d by a revolutionary government. A workers' government IS, by Its very nature, unstable and provisional. The demand
presupposes that the labour movement is in a state of flux, and
that. the non-revolutionaries can only maintain their position by
puttmg themselves at the head of this mass mobilisation.
In other conditions, the demand for a workers' government is a
reformist. one, .becaus~ it emascul~tes the revolutionary programme by Implymg that It can be carrted out by stable bureaucratic
forces within capitalism.
It is c1~ar that the latter are the conditions in Portugal today.
The workmg class, although 25th November was not a crushing
defeat, has suffered a setback and is weaker than it was last year.
The workers' commissions are still strong, but beyond the .level
of a few individual factories, they can no longer be said to repres·
ent organs of dual power, the embryos of which were developing
before 25th November. The CP and SP are more or less stable'
you describe yourselves how the SP is preparing for a coalitio~

date in the presidential elections, whose main propaganda
content would be· the tactic
developed above. It is obvious
that within .this considerable
prominence must be given to .
denouncing the support of the
SP for the candidate of the 25th
November, Eanes, as we would
attack support for any 'prominent' soldier, since this is an expression of the reformists'
ties to the military bonapartism
of the MFA. According to all
the information we have so far,
support for the (civilian) CP
candidate Pato will be necessary in the second round (provided he reaches it) ["'3].
Pato will be a candidate of a CPPS unity, which is seen by the
Stalinists as a unity within the
bounds of a Popular Front, but
which is the unity in the struggle for their class interests in
the eyes of large sections of
the working class. Revolutionaries must relate to this contradiction between the expectations of the masses and the
treacherous intentions of their
leaderships, and not stand on
the side-lines in sectarian fash-

ion. Revolutionaries can vote
for Pato together with large
sections of workers, and thus
for CP-SP unity. They will
only do this on the basis of
their programme which formulates the fundamental interests
of the class, and as a consequence of this programme they
will uncompromisingly oppose
all popular front concepts at
all levels. For us, the call for the
united front is inseparably
bound up with the demand on
the reformists to break with the
bourgeoisie.
"aass
against
class!" - this slogan must be
at the centre of propaganda and
agitation today, and it will not
be without effect.
*1. Macedo de Sonsa finally did not
stand. Vieira da Sliva was withdrawn by the LCI and the PRT
after they discovered that her
prison sentences under the Caetano regime had been for petty
crime, not, as she claimed, for political activity.
*2. Carvalho eventually did stand.
*3. Eanes won a clear majority on
the first round and there was therefore no second round of the presidential election.

Letter from the J-eL to thQSpartacusbund, 21 July 1976.
IN SPARTACUS 28 [June 1976], you write: "In Portugal today we
?all for a CP-SP workers' government, which must express the
mdependence of the workers' movement from the bourgeoisie and
base itself on the mobilisation of the working class in the struggle
for its class interests" .
.
We consider this demand for a workers' government to be
wrong in the present situation in Portugal. We agree that revolutionaries "must develop a tactic with the aim of creating the United
Front of the working class against reaction and against capitali~t

exploitation"; and \.hat revollidonaries r: i,;;l~caHon ,he CP itId SP
to "break with the bourgeoisie"; and that the comn.des of the LCI
and PRT failedJ:o concretise their slogan' 'for a government~dep ..
endent of the bourgeoisie without capHalists and generals" --- but
you then go on to describe a CP-SP government as a workers'
government.
The slogan of a workers' government arose in relation to the
question of the united front, in which the revolutionaries played
a central role. The idea was that "The most elementary tasks of
a workers' government must consist in arming the proletariat,
!n ~isarmi~g the bourgeois counter-revolutionary organisations,
In introdUCing control of production, in putting the chief burden
of t.axation on the shoulders of the rich, and in breaking down the
resIstance of the counter-revolutionary bourgeoisie" (Resolution
on Tactics ofthe Fourth Congress of the Comintern).
Such a demand can only be valid in a period of mass mobilisat~0!1'in a situation. of acute instability of the bourgeois state, and
crISISand ferment In the labour movement. In such a situation it
is not necessarily true that the working class will stand united
behind a revolutionary party which could lead the struggle for
power. The demand for a workers' government is a bold tactical
compromise which revolutionaries can use in struggle, a call on
~hereformist and ~entrist parties which command the mass allegIance of. t.he. ":orklng cla~s to t~k~ power and act against the
bourgeOIsIe; It ISnot our aIm, nor ISIt an essential, strategical part
of our programme.
Revolutionaries would rigorously expose a workers' government
when it faltered in the struggle against reaction, and fight for it
to be ~eplac~d by a revolutionary government. A workers' government IS, by Its very nature, unstable and provisional. The demand
presupposes that the labour movement is in a state of flux, and
that. the non-revolutionaries can only maintain their position by
puttmg themselves at the head of this mass mobilisation.
In other conditions, the demand for a workers' government is a
reformist. one, .becaus~ it emascul~tes the revolutionary programme by 1mplymgthat It can be carrIed out by stable bureaucratic
forces within capitalism.
.
It is cl~ar that the latter are the conditions in Portugal today.
The workmg class, although 25th November was not a crushing
defeat, has suffered a setback and is weaker than it was last year.
The workers' commissions are still strong, but beyond the level
of a few individual factories, they can no longer be said to represent organs of dual power, the embryos of which were developing
before 25th November. The CP and SP are more or less stable'
you describe yourselves how the SP is preparing for a coalitio~

with the right wing. At the present time the bourgeoisie is relatively strong and united, with a clear idea of whatit needs to do.
In this situation, revolutionaries certainly argue for maximum
class unity in the defence of living standards, and, as a derivative
of that united-front agitation, call for a SP-CP government (while
putting specific demands on such a government corresponding to
the immediate needs of the working class) and call on such a government to break with the bourgeoisie: but you surely do not
believe that such a government will seize state power for the working class. To call such a CP-SP government a workers' government
certainly implies this, and can only create reformist
illusions.
The I-CL is currently involved in a process of discussion round the
drafting of a Manifesto. We reproduce here a draft section of the
Manifesto on the question of the Workers' Government. This draft
was submitted by Sean Matgamna and Chris Reynolds.
. THE ENTIRE LOGICof the slogans, the demands, and the methods of struggle we advocate is to go beyond any stable form of capitalist rule, to disrupt and destructure the capitalist state. At the
peak of working-class mobilisation, the demands of an Action Prgramme can link and escalate in a chain reaction, building up to a
direct revolutionary struggle in which the question of state power
is objectively posed.
What form of government would correspond with such a situation of limbo in society, of dual power. of struggle to decide definitively who rules, proletariat or bourgeoisie? What slogan summarises, in relation to the government of society, these demands?
The International-Communist League fights for the dictatorship
of the proletariat. Yes, but that is a formula that defines the political regime of the victorious proletariat in more-or-Iess secure
possession of state power. Such a regime is virtually inconceivable, unless a revolutionary communist party already leads a
majority of the working class- certainly inconceivable as a stable,
consolidated regime, rather than a Paris Commune-type
experience.
.
Such a party does nbt exist: it must be created. Yet deep social
and political crises of the bourgeois order, and revolutionary working class mobilisations, can well erupt before there is a revolutionary party in a position to lead the majority of the working class to
the seizure of power.
In Britain, with its resilient .and deep·rooted established labour
movement, it is doubly' probable that the working class will enter

the struggle for power, not neatly united behind a Marxist party,
but, on the contrary, dragging along with it all manner of reformist
and bureaucratic elements.
Do we refrain from putting forward a government slogan until
we can form the government? But the logic of the wh()lechain of
demands leads inexorably to the question of the form of government that willtolerate, carry out, or endorse the various demands.
We need an 'algebraic' government formula.
In the event of a deep crisis, shaking both the bourgeois state
and the established labour movement, revolutionaries will not
retreat into sectarian pedantry, advising workers to hold back until
they recogniserevolutionary leadership. Nor will they simply propose the 'dictatorship of the proletariat' - thus evading the
problem of the immediate next steps in struggle.
Revolutionaries will fightfor a .•Workers' Government' '.
The various slogans of the programme are either vapid propaganda or else tools in the hands of revolutionaries struggling for
leadership of the working class. That is true whether the revolutionaries be a tiny minority or a big minority in the working class.
The government formula corresponding to the mobilising transitional slogans of our programme is: ."For a workers'
government" .
The Bolshevik Party in 1917 first used such a formula. To the
parties that claimed to represent the workers and peasants the Mensheviks and Social Revolutionaries - it said: Take the
power. Act against the capitalist and landlords. We will support
you against reaction, accept your legality, refrain from resorting
to violence against you. We simply insist on, and will defend as
necessary, our complete freedom of political propaganda and
agitation.
In 1938Trotsky summarised it thus:
"Of all parties and organisations which base themselves on the
workers and peasants and speak in their name we demand that
they break politically from the bourgeoisie and enter upon the road
of struggle for the workers' and farmers' government. On this road
we promise them full support against capitalist reaction. At. the
same time, we indefatigably develop agitation around those transitional demands which should in our opinion form the programme
of the 'workers and farmers government' ."
In Britain a "workers' government" could have meaning as
a government based on a congress of workers' councils - probably with a Labourist majority. Or with the Labour Party or the;
TUC in a state of convulsion, having shed right-wing segments,
revolutionaries might call on either of those organs of the labour
movement to take power, act against the capitalist state, arm the

workers, ensure workers' control in the factories, and take immediate economicmeasures in the workers- interest.
~he call for .awo~kers' government is a bold tactical compromise
which revolutIonanes may use in struggle. We do not write that
compromise into our programme, as a necessary aim.
Already at the 4th Congress of the Communist International,
Zinoviev.warned: "Woe to us if we ever allow the suggestion to
creep up In our propaganda that the workers'government is a necessary st~p, to b.eachieved peacefully as a period of semi-organic
construction which may take the place of civil war, etc. If such
views exist among us, we must combat them resolutely".
A non-communist workers' government would be an unstable,
tempora~y regime. Retaining complete political independence,
commUnIstswould ruthlessly expose every faltering by the government in the struggle against reaction. They would fight to make
sure that when that government fell - as surely it would within
a short time - it was replaced by a revolutionary government,
rather than by counter-revolution.
Since world war 2, especially, there has been a considerable
experie~ce of parties based on the .working class forming stable
bourgeOIsgovernments. That expenence makes it doubly necessary to underline the point: the call for a Workers' Government has
meaning only a~.a weapon in the hands of a p,arty equipped with a
complete transItional programme, and as a concrete step in that
programme.'
.
As an immediate slogan it can avoid lapsing into reformist
meaning ?~ly ~hen the bourgeois state has reached a high level
of destabIJI.sat~on,as a result of accompanied by mass working
~I~ss moblhsatI~n. The slogan can serve the working class only if
It I.San element In.an.advanced stage of the struggle to build and
gam he~emony WIthInthe labour movement for a revolutionary
commuOlst party. The use of the slogan is linked inseparably
- t~rough the struggle to build the revolutionary party in the
workmg class - to a programme that sets its goal as the creation
a~d con~?lida~ionof a ,,;orkingclass, soviet, state. To propose such
a transitional workers government as a substitute for a commun!st workers' ~overnment, or for the dictatorship of the proletariat,
ISmerely to gIve comfort to reformism.
Those who use the "workers' government" as a substitute for
the fight for independent revolutionary working-class mobilisatio~ "take, ~heir place beside the Social Democrats as a new type
of tnckster (Radek). Such are the Lambert sect in France, who
speak of a CP-SP government in France, or a 'pure' social demo~ratic g~vernm~nt in ~ermany, as a workers' government irrespective of Its relatIOn to the bourgeois state, and ignoring

entirely the question of programme, even as an abstract bNeprint.
let alone as a weapon of working class mobilisation.
And in Britain today? We have a Labour goverm'l1entthat isa
capitalist government, and an effective capitalist government
because it is based on and has a lot of confidence frem the labour
movement. Most of the demands we make on it say implicitly:
break with the bourgeoisie I
We say it explicitly: break with the bourgeoiilie, carry out
actions in the interests of the working class.
We ourselves agitate to mobilise workers to fight to impose
pro-working class actions on the government or to force
concessions. In the course of that fight we build our own party. To
the degree that we mobilise, the bourgeois state can be shaken up
and destabilised, and the labour movement too is shaken, transformed, regenerated, the balance of political forces within it is
changed .
. For the International-Communist League, the call fer a workers'
government is the culmination of the various demands we direct
at the established labour movement, fighting for a break with the
bourgeoisie. Its appropriateness or otherwise as an immediate
demand. in its summary form, depends on working class mobilis- .
ation, stability or otherwise of the state, political condition of the
labour movement, etc.
To call on the Labour Government now to declare itself a
"Workers' Government", as opposed to making concrete
demands on it (including 'break with the bourgeoisie on this or
that concrete question') would be pernicious. It would be abstract,
propagandist, apt to sow illusions rather than dispel them in action
for concrete demands which are a logical next step in struggle.
the call for a workers' government is a weapon for revolutionary
mobilisation - but only where there is already a tremendous
degree of mobilisation demanding an immediate political focus.
It is the final part of the' Action Programme' section of our Manifesto because the Action Programme mlHitcover the whole range of
important possibilities and contingencies that will face our class
over the period between now and the proletarian revolution.
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AT ITS qONFE'RE];~J(""'Ein ~·{eptember.~
-- the I-GY, decided t~
open a slX-m.onth discussion period on the question of drafting a
programmatiC document. We pri~lt here two _cont~b'Utions from
Sean Matg~mna on the questzort of the character such a
programmatic document should have.
. We will publish further documents from the discussion in later
lossues of Internatio~al Communist, thus helping to inform and
involve our readers Tnthe I-eL 's discussions.

lRE NATURE OF
OUR ACTION

PROGR4MME

'~h" Na(u~" "f Our Action Pl"ll~ramm,,' is a st'Clion of a draft Manifesto no be'
dlscusst'd 10 tht' I-CI..
W
I?g

A SOCIAL.IST.PROGRAMME OF ACTION is neither an optional
nor an arbitranly chosen weapon for a party with the politics and
the go~l~ of the I-CL. .Its nature sums up the essential content of
our polItICS- proletanan self-liberation.
It exp.resses the most advanced lessons of the attempts by the
prole~anat .bet~een 1848 and 1919 to hammer out a political
practIce W.hIchhnked. the goal of socialist revolution with the day to
day orgamc struggle Imposed on the working class by capitalism.
SocIal Democracy:

Mlntmum

and MaxImum Programmes

In the epoch or'social democracy, before the great international
labour ~ovement co~l~ps~d into national fragments at the feet of
the warr10g bourgeoIsIes 10 1914, socialists operated with a minimum programme and a maximum programme.

The maximum programme was the millennium, the unseen goal
in the far distance, the subject of abstract propaganda, holiday
speeches and moral uplift; the theoretical property of an elite
within the loose parties of social democracy. The minimum programme consisted of limited practical goals and the immediate
aims ofthe everyday struggle ofthe working class.
What was the link between the two? The party and the Trade
Unions, being built in the struggles and through propaganda. (A
sect like IS today provides a miniscule historical fossile for students ofthe tragedy ofthe Second International and its methods).
Capitalism was advancing organically; so was the labour movement. The 'right' Social Democrats saw the process continuing
indefinitely until capitalism became transformed by its own evol'ution, of which the evolution of the labour movement was part "The movement is everything, the goal nothing", said their theoretician Eduard Bernstein. The mainstream Left believed evolution
involved qualitative breaks and leaps, and that the evolutionary
process would have to culminate in a revolutionary proletarian
seizure of power.
Both failed to link the daily class struggle with the goal of socialism. For the right, accommodating to capitalism and moulding
what it could of the labour movement accordingly, this separation
made sense, and their rigorous thinkers attempted to make
theoretical sense of it. For the Left, the separation led to sterile
'maximalism' and hoIlow 'orthodoxy' (Kautsky).
In practice, control and hegemony was left in the hands of those
whose practice corresponded accurately to the minimum/maximum model; in turn, this overweening reality of the labour movement led the 'orthodox' Left to accommodate to the Right. IDtimately, having won one hoIlow verbal victory after another in debate,
they capitulated to the Right in practice.
Central to both wings of mainstream Social Democracy, for
differing reasons but with the same consequences, was the same
failure. They failed to see in the creative self-controlling activity of
the working class - including workers who were initially, at the
beginning of struggle in 'which they could learn, formally backward
politicaIly - the central force for socialism.
Left and Right had in common a bureaucratic, elitist conception
of socialism. Their operational image of the rdationship of the
revolutionary party to the revolutionary class was one of pedagogic teacher to passive pupil, or self-substituting bureaucratic
instrument to inert mass.
'I'he Kevolatlonuy

MuDats

III

the Seec.I ~

Rosa Luxemburg! first, in company with the orth04,?x 'left',

exposed the relapse to utopian socild:i;m im.pHc1t~~\Bernsteinil1n
'revisionism' and also the relapse to the su~t:mIce of utopiabuilding within capitalism involved in reformist practice.
She then, by 1910, came to understand the empty futility of the
political victories of the 'orthodox' and the practical impotence of
those, like Kautsky, who accommodated to the dominant forces in
the Second International. She learned from the tremendous selfmobilisations of, especially, the working class ih the Tsarist
empire during the 1905-7 Revolution, and came to see the reality
of European Social Democracv c1earlv.
The Russian Bolsheviks did not see the nature of the Europcan' Left' until it capitulated to the openly chauvinist Right in
1914- but they did, right through, relate to the central truth
of Marxist socialism which the tremendous combativity and
creativity of the Russian ",orkin g \la<;<;kept before their eyes.
They had the advantage over Luxemburg and her small circle
in Germany of not over-reacting to a bureaucratised, routinised,
essentially elitist party, which they could only see a future for by
looking to the explosive latent creative power of the working class
to correct it 'when the time came'. The Bolsheviks
built a revolutionary party which was uniquely sensitive to the
creativity of the working class, in tune with the central and
irreplaceable chord of Marxist socialism; which learned from the
working class, absorbed the lessons of its struggles, synthesised
them with the experiences afthe international struggle, and codified them scientifically - thus educating a stable cadre.

The communist movement, reorganising itself during and
immediately after world war I, resolved to have done with the
minimum/maximum division, with its inescapable consignment of
the masses to passivity vis-a-vis the struggle for socialism, which
the leaders would talk of and History would take care of.
The central threat of their revolutionary conceptions was
summed up in the idea of Soviets (workers' councils) - at the
same time the broadest, most responsive, most democratic and
most effective means for the immediate struggle against capitalism, and the essential organs of the revolutionary proletarian
regime. (Significantly, the first notion of a transitional programme
is expressed in Trotsky's analysis of the 1905 Russian Revolution
- the revolution that first produced Soviets).
Resolved to mobilise the working class to fight immediately for
socialism, the communist movement elaborated the conception
of a transitional programme - to link the everyday struggles of

the working class with the goal of socialist revolution; to focus
every struggle so as to rouse working class masses and direct
those masses against the pillars of capitalist society.
Luxemburg, at the foundation of the Communist Party of
Germany in 1919 (shortly before her assassination) and the
Communist International at the 3rd and 4th Congresses began to
elaborate such a concept,
The Communist Parties attempted to root themselves in the
immediate working class struggles and relate those struggles to
an 'overall struggle for socialism. They began to bring •socialist ,
propaganda down from the cloudy skies and harness it to the hard
daily grind of working class struggle.
.
' .
The full socialist programme was broken down mto a hnked
chain each link of which might successively be grasped, and the
.move~ent hauled forward, dependent on the degree of mobilisation, intensity of struggles, and the relationship offorces.. .
Everyday demands, as on wages, were expressed not wlthm the
framework of acceptance of a capitalism that the socialists believe~
to be maturing towards some optimum time for ripeness, when It
would fall. They were expressed against capitalism, so as to challenge capitalist prerogatives and the assumptions of capitalist society on a day-to-day basis.
This transitional programme, in the hands of a party organised
for immediate war on capitalism and neglecting at the same time
neither general propaganda nor the most 'minimalist' conce~ns;
that was the weapon that the communists armed themselves with
(though the Comintern never actually formalised a transitional
programme).
It summed up the pillars of the bitter post-1914 knowledge on
which Marxist socialism reconstructed itself - War on capitalism,
not coexistence with capitalism waiting to inherit its legacy either
peacefully or with a little bit of last-minute forc.e. Mobili~at!on and
involvement of the broadest layers of the workmg class m Immediate conflict with capitalism, a break with elitism, propagandism,
and evolutionism. The integration of the various fronts of the class
struggle, ideological, political, economic, into one strategic drive.
The Transitional Programme for the Comlntem and for us

The conception of a transitional programme and transitional
demands was the product of the great Marxist renaissance and
lessons drawn from the terrible collapse in 1914.
Certainly it was part of a world view that saw the struggle for
socialism as immediate. But the conception itself, the criticism of
the theory and practice of the Second International out of which it
came, was a major conquest in understanding the relattooship of

~he daily s~ruggles o~~h.eworking da~s to the struggle for sodal!sm, ev.enif the possibihty of struggle for socialism were not quite
i,?mediate. !~e Communist International seriously began to
diSCUSS
transitional demands at about the same time as it accepted
that capitalism had survived the post-world war 1 earthquake and
reached temporary stabilisation.
Above all _the. concept~~n of a transitional programme represented. a ~reak with the ehtist, bureaucratic, evolutionary socialism
to which.itSc~ntral core, mass mobilisation in class struggle, is the
very antithesis.
Nominal adherence to the method of transitional demands of the
Co.mmunist Intern!J-tional.or of the 'Transitional Programme'
w~itten.by Trotsky.in 1938is no guarantee against Second-InternatlO~ahst conceptions. There are no such guarantees. Within
nomina~ adherence, there has been a general reversion in the
Trotskyist movement to the level of the Second International. One
can even find 'Trotskyists' for whom transitional demands are
cle~e~ devices to manipulate the working class, to con them into
sociahsm; others for whom they are only lists of measures to
demand of this or that government; others, again, for whom they
are me~elypropagal?da formulas for the literary 'exposure' of the
reformists; some, indeed, for whom they are semi-religious
talismans.
But in hi.story the id~a of transitional demands summed up
the.b~eak with the ~volutlOna~y>
bureaucratic, elitist conception of
sociahsm. That 1S what 1t means for the InternationalCommunist League.

WHAT ISAN
f\CTION
~OGR4MME?
'~hat is an Action Prog~amme' is a co~mentary on a draft Manifesto now bein
dIscussed by the I-CL. It IS reproduced from the I-Cl Internal Bulletin.
_g

WHAT IS AN 'ACTION PROGRAMME'? If you attempt to work
up a document of answers, slogans, action projects, either you are
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guided by 'inspiration', pet ideas, or some other arbitrary and s~bjective approach; or you attempt rigorously to draw prac~ical
conclusions from a Marxist analysis of reality and general codifications summing up the experience of the working class so far,
focused on the situation facing the British working class.
Your Action Programme will be preceded and accompanied by
general propaganda and in depth ex.positionsof the various pa~s
of the Action Programme - otherwise the cadres of the orgamsation themselves will not understand, or not adequately understand, the Action Programme or some of its sections.
When the 1938Transitional Programme was produced, a whole
background of socialist culture, inside the PI ranks an~ even to a
degree on its periphery, could be assumed. The maSSivedebate
and the hammering out of such slogans as on the workers' government by the early Communist International was still living and
recent memory (at most 15to 17years back) for many of the cadre.
Many of the early documents were in their possession or easily
available. For example, in the 'Death Agony of Capitalism and the
Tasks of the Fourth International', Trotsky's exposition of the
workers' government slogan feels no more need of additional
warnings of the dangers discussed by the CI than to add a summary ofthe mis-use of the slogan by the Stalinists.
Today, massive lacunae exist in Marxist analysis of society,
amounting to a major crisis of Marxism. The weakness of our draft
Manifesto in explanation of the condition of capitalism is one
illustration of this. Moreover, the general cultural level of the
revolutionary movement has been thrown backward massively,
to such an extent that perhaps most of the current 'Trotskyist'
groups could learn valuable positive lessons from the Left in the
Second International!
Many of the basic concepts used in drafting the Action Programmes of the '30s have lost most of their meaning, or never had
any, for the present-day Left. Some ofthem ("Workers' Co~trol",
"Nationalisation", "Workers' Government") have been giVen a
reformist/u.topian character in their current usage. The. very
conception of socialism ~tself needs t';l be r~~tat~d -:- f?r it has
simply been perverted into a repulSive ehtist statism by the
dominant sections ofthe British left.
Many, or most, of the demands essential to an Action Programme have been made into fetish-objects, outside of and above
rational judgment and critical and concrete assessmen~ by t~e
'orthodox' Trotskyist sects, because they are part of the TranSitional Programme' . And even the ~?re flexible US~I
'Trotskyists' who don't parade the TranSitional Programme in
ritual procession as Catholics parade statues of Jesus on the feast

of Corpus Christi" keep it as an ancestral heirloom in a place of
reverence, 1,IlltqUIll: sure \'\hat to do with it, but given to taking
chunks ~f tis l'erhta~e to buttress som~politkal
monstrosity,
whether It be the IMG's rCl'0nt mis-use of the idea of the Socialist
United States of Europe to gain their entry into the ranks of workin~ dass chauvinism on the Common Market, or their earlier
mIs-use of the, slogan o~wnrkers' control, (The politics of the IWC
today are a stili recogmsab"-' version of the central slogan of the
E~ropean FI sections', work in the Social Democracy in the early to
mId 60~). Th:,v are ~Ik: barbarian" who appropriate stones from
a once ImpOSIng bUIldIng whose slmcture has been shattered,
to construct hovels for themselves.
" And., after th~ fetish!sts and their political first cousins, the
~:tndal~ ,who belIeve their hovels are holy because stones from the
fransltJOnal Programm:' cathedral are visibly part of them, come
:-naturally - the negative fetishists, IS, For them too the Transit~onal Pr<?gra~me .and the n~ethod,of the Transitional Programme
ar~ outside, of ratIOnal conSideratIOn. Irrational rejection is their
attttude" wlt~ tear as sup~rstitious a., the reverence of the WRP.
They reJect In all cO,ndlhons slogans like the Sliding Scale of
Wages, and are entIrely confined to the minimum/maximum
conception of a programme.
Th~ l?roof of the negative-fetish character of IS's attitude to the
Tran~ltJonal Pr~gramme is that in all their writings and comments,
de~pIte all theIr pretence of cool rationality, they have never
ratlO~a!ly as~e~sed the origins, significance, elements,' and
~emamll1g vahdlty of the 1938 draft. All we have is the true assertIOnthat the de~ands and slogans in the Transitional Programme
were presente~ 10 the ]9~8.document in a setting of brief analysis
an~ all-p~rvadlng recogmtlOn of chronic capitalist crisis - and,
taking oft from that, Tony Cliff allowed himself (at the Skegness
rally: 1971) ~oregale an audience, ha.1fofwhich had never heard of
the. fransltlOn~1 Prog~amme, with the idea that if you take it
serIOusly you w10d up hke Posadas, believing in flying saucers.
For ~II these r,ea~ons, explanations, re-statement (as on state
caplt~ltsm vs soclaltsm) and detailed expositions with reference to
the hl~tory of the slogan (as on the workers' government) are
essentlal.
"T?,e si~nificance of ~he programme is the significance of the
party , saId Trotsky,. dIscussing the Transitional Programme of
]938. For the I-Cl thiS type of manifesto signifies an attempt to
start a .process ,?f.educatmg and developing the organisation's
cadres In the polttlcS of the Transitional Programme. The Action
Program.me element, the slogans and responses, are tools in the
hands of the cadres - it is vital that the cadres understand the
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use, the limits, and relation to the other tools, of each demand.
For we do not present or serve up even a much more simple
'Action Programme' in toto: the organisation uses its judgment
to decide how to swivel the various elements in the programme so
as best to use them in any concrete situation.
Given that framework, there is no reason why we cannot valuably produce a simplified short pamphlet for wider circulation,
called 'Action Programme', summarising some elements from the
Manifesto and backed up by the Manifesto and other material.
But just to present an "Action Programme, with minimal
explanation, would be a bare collection of slogans drawn together
mainly from the Transitional Programme. It would be a literary
exercise in collation, of not much value.
Alfred Rosmer, in Lenin's Moscow, reports the comment a
communist militant made when Lenin's pamphlet Left Wing
Communism appeared around the time of the Second World Congress of the CI in 1920. He said, "It is a dangerous book",
meaning that people would take from it only recipes and licence for
artful dodges and 'flexibility' of a type altogether different from
that which Lenin was trying to teach the ultra-lefts. He was right,
of course.
The Transitional Programme of leon Trotsky is also a 'dangerous book' in the epoch when almost the whole political culture of
which it was a sort of distillation or 'abstract', designed for a
specific purpose, has disappeared. The specific character of the
Transitional Programme and even more of the Action Programme
for France - lean, honed-down, unintentionally creating an illusion of literary-scientific self-sufficiency, though Trotsky disclaimed
anything like that - bears witness to the fact that Trotsky was preparing levers to insert into the labour movement, where a lot could
be taken as common ground and the task of the Trotskyist cadres
was one of re-orienting the existing movement for action.
It also relates to an Immediate SItuation where the labour movement 'switches points' and fights back - or is crushed in the relatively short term. We can operate with no such assumptions.
The cadres of so-called 'Trotskyism' have largely forgotten or are
ignorant of much that the 1938 Trotskyists could take for granted
in the mass labour movement they related to in the 1930s (or, at
least, did take largely for granted, on pain of otherwise renouncing
all hope of re-orienting the movement in time for the coming showdown). Moreover, we operate in a situation of simmering, rather
than crushing, crisis.
.
The Transitional Programme's slogans have too often been
abused, misunderstood, applied in opposition to the spirit of the
method of the Transitional Programme - by the French OCI

(~ambert sect) for example, with their 'workers' govemm.ent"
wIthout reference to the state, cla~s mobilisation, or programme in
any sense ofthe word, The same In Ireland where former associates of Workers' Fight apply what they understand as the Transitional ~rogr.am~e app.roach to the 26-County Labour Party - and
effectIvely I~unIntentIonally support the coalition government!
In the MIddle Ages physicians worked from anatomical text- '"
booJcs by Gale!! which they inherited from the ancient world. In a
perIod when It was deemed degrading for such people to do
manual ~ork, the doctor would sit in the operating room on a high
stool, wIth Galen's book open, giving directions to minions and
apprentices who actually carried out the operations. Eventually the
textbook was discovered to deal not with the anatomy of men and
women, but of monkeys! If our former comrades in the 'League
for a Workers' Republic' were to go and study the discussion and
documents that produced the slogan and demands in the slim
pamphlet they fetishise, th,ey would have to understand that they
, bear the same sort ?frelatlon to Trotsky and the early Comintern
and Fourth InternatIonal as the medieval physicians did to Galen,
How do we use a Manifesto or Action Programme? One of the
central theoretical insights of the old Workers' Fight groups from
its study of the history and, problems of the Fourth International
was on what a programme is and is not. It is not a blueprint, a fixed
d?cun:"ent, nor e,ven, c~difications from experience distilled into
dtr~c~lVesfor a~tIOn.HIS aU~fthes~ thitl;gs, but more - a living,
flUId mter-relat,on of,these wIth conJunctural analyses and, above
all.• concrete assessments and responses on' the part of the revolutIOnary organisation. It is a living thing, not a document. It can
only live and develop in and through the practice of the revolutionary party - "The significance of the programme is the significance of the party" .
It •• r('\,o!"tinnar" valid it v Of othefwise i•• df'tf'rmined not onlv
by whether its theoretical bedrock and basic analysis is sound.
lii1l 1),\ thl: ,HIIL'I" mort: Inlmcdlale, more conJunctural tactors that i~, all. that is specifi.c !o the reactions, concrete analysis, and
praehce o! the party, ThIS IS where revolutionary Marxism divides
from ev.en the best and most useful academic blueprint-making,
Not to understand this is to be open to serious errors - theetror
of seeing' a document' as '(he programme' in itself (the beginning
of the process of fetishisation); the error of believing a programme
can have, revolutionary life apart from the revolutionary party and
the workmg class. (It can have a sort of life, the basic codifications
~hat,is',b,ut more like.~uspended animation, with the risk of 'GalenIsatlo~ I~too I~ng dIvorced from the practice of a revolutionary
orgamsatlOo or If allowed to flake off from the revivifying struggle

for its development as the party develops).
It can lead to the !lort of errors Workers' Fight made on the USFI
(though our relatioqship to the U~FI consists of a .great deal more
positive than errors). of appearmg to agree WIth most of !he
basic codifications, which we saw as the programme, and be,mg
perplexed by the vast range of political, practical, and tactIcal
differences that somehow existed and separated us from the USFI.
We didn't underlltflnd that these too are 'the programme' - the
livingpart •.and, for immediate purposes, the most decisive part ..
An I-CL Manifeliito will be of us to the degree that the J-CL IS
of use in r~acti?,g to .and a?tici1?ating events, - and also in
respondillg creatIvely to new SItuatIOns and gaps m t?e document,
of whi~h they were are ?ound to be some tha~ ~e wIll.~ot detec!,
Central here is a MarXIst detachment and crItIcal spmt. Even If
every member of the J-CL agrees with ev~ry. ph~ase in the !i~al
draft - thj;:nesp~cially there can be no fetIshlsatlon, no BordI~Ist
corpplacency ap(>u.t.our own ~roducts. In 1?30 Tro1:)ikyaCldl~'
replied to the Bordlglsts who claImed they had not departed from
their programmlil of 1925, which in 1925 Trotsky, had approved,
by pointing out that the purpose of a programme IS not 'not to be
dcp\rted from', but to be used and developed and supplemented
as new situatiQJls arise. The same comment would do for the
present-day 'Trotskyists' who claim 'not to depart from the
Transitional PrQgrarnrne.

"The Challenge of the Left Opposition [1923-25]". L:D. Trotsky.
[Pathfinder Press].
This wonderful collection of documents is,
unfortunately, misleadingly titled and labeIled so that the whole perspective of events
is turned back to front.
In 1923-5 the Left Opposition was "challenging" - what? It was fighting, yes, but
a desperate rearguard battle against a surprise attack by forces that had yet to dearly
define themselves. The new bureaucracy
which appeared, tremendously strong, like
some demon force from the netherworld,
was already consolidating its political power
in those years. In the 1923-5 Left Opposition
revolutionary
internationalist communism
was already fighting with its back to the wall
against a rising Russian nationalist domination of the Communist International, and
the rule of the privileged bureaucracy within
Russia whose interests that nationalism
served.
The 'Lenin Levy' of 1924 - misnamed to
gallows-humour proportions - allowed tens
of thousands, mainly careerists, into the
party, to dilute it and render it entirely
maIleable in the hands of the apparatus and
of Stalin. After that, the party was - so we
can see dearly in retrospect - an instrument of that bureaucracy, unreclaimable.
Already by 1925 there was evidence of tne
use of anti-semitism against the genuine
communists of the Left Opposition, even
. within the party! The mechanics of the Stalinist political counter-revolution, with those
in control of the party and state apparatus
leading it as a cold coup d'etat and claiming
that in reality there was complete revolutionary continuity, obscured and confused
what was happening, who was playing
what role. But for five decades the communism of Lenin and Trotsky has been fighting a
rearguard action.
The offensive had come from the anticommunist Stalinist forces - and by 1924
the Stalinist usurpation had successfully
consolidated every point of strength that
aIlowed it to drive the internationalist
communists out of the party entirely in 1927.

Only events outside Russia, successful
new revolutions, in China or in Britain or in
Germany, could, after 1924, have changed
the balance inside the Soviet Union - that,
or a successful uprising by a revolutionary
party of the opposition. It is as easy to see
that now as it was probably impossible
for those, like Trotsky, caught up in the
rapidly unfoldingev •..nts, to see-it in the mid
'20s. But if we don't see it and say so, then
we mistake where we have come from and
where we now are.
Whatever carping one indulges in against
the reflection of the politics of the SWP in
the packaging, those basing themselves on
the Le_nin/Trotsky tradition are deeply in
debt to the publishing house of the SWP.
The most important document here is
"The Lessons of October"; there is also a
document, never before published, discussing the furore produced by "Lessons of
October" .
It is significant that the first comprehensive exposition of the Leninist theory of the
party - for "Lessons of October" is that was written by the leader of the genuine
communists who had already lost control of
the party. Trotsky (in 1924, as a long preface to a collection of his articles) set out all
the premises and summed up the entire experience of Lenin's practice in building the
Bolshevik Party, the prototype 'party of a
new type', in all its phases - and focused
the centrality of this question for revolutionaries by con trasting Leninist practice with
the errors of both the fledgling German CP
in 1923 and of the Right Bolsheviks in 1917.
Lenin never produced such a codification,
and would no doubt have said on this question what he said when cutting short "State
and Revolution" in August 1917 - "It is
more pleasant and useful to go through the
'experience of the revolution' than to write
about it". By 1924 repeated defeats in the
West made it plain that it was necessary to
write this exposition so as to equip the
Communist Parties to 'go through the experience of the revolution' successfully.
And already endemic in party life were references to episodic writings of Lenin from
various phases of Bolshevik history, often
used arbitrarily to sanction some tactical or
organisational zig-zag; scholasticism; and
text-chopping with Lenin's writings as holy
.writ. At the party congress in 1926 J V Stalin

"prQved" that Socia!ism i~ One Country
was possible by quoting a lme or two Ihat
Lenin had written in 19 i5!
Trotsky's work, IN>>fortunately, was to be
the occasion, not flir a re-ar~ament
of t~e
Communist Parties - a genuine 'Bolshevlsation' - but for a new avalanche of s.landers. Nevertheless,
it is the best avatlable
mature exposition of the Leninist theo.ry of
the party, drawing on the full experten~e
of Lenin. If less profound that Gramscl s
later "Modern Prince", it is much more
accessible.
Until 1924 the nearest thing to a 'mature'
post-1917 summary on the party was the
resolution of the Second World Congress of
the CI. That resolution, written by Zinoviev,
is ephemeral and shallow, a product ~f the
period when quick victories were still expected in the West. It expounds the need ~~r
Communist Parties in tecJmica/, almost mIlitary terms, to prepare p~let~rian.u~risings.
Those tendellcies whIch In Bntaln today
see 'the party' as primarily a technical instrument, rather than first and foremost an
ideological vanguard - IS, IMG, WRP are in fact in Zinoviev's tradition, not Trotsky's. Look at what survives of the IS old
guard, round Cliff. These arrogant pettybourgeois smart-aleces, who never had respect for the traditions of .OUt m~~ement,
have z:ig-z:aglled from a cancature
Luxemburgist" conception of the party (see any of
Cliff's writinlls on the subject up to I~)
to an all-too-real Zinovievist conceptl?n.
And the Workers' League, that wheez:mg
sillh of nostalgia for IS's past, whos.e leaders helped carry out the transfo.r~atlon and
then recoiled in horror - why, It IS no more
than a tired relapse to pre-l968 IS!.

Pathfinder
intend to follow this volume
with a collection of documents of the joint
TrotskylZinoviev
Opposition.
J.e.

UN}'Ot~ULAR,

UNDEMOCRATIC" •••
•.A History of the People's
Democracies". Fran~is FeJto.
[PeUcan,95p).
The Hungarian
Revolution which Russian
troops and tanks drowned in blood 20 years
ago was both a working class revolt against
Stalinist bureaucratic suppression and a revolt against domination and control of the
Hunllarian
nation by the Russian state.
That combination pvt> it an especiaJly ellplosive characler. The regime of bureaucrat.
IC terror under which the Hunaarian
people
had lived since the mid-1940s was administered by HUOllarians like Rakosi and Gero,
and did serve a native bureaucracy that developed a privileged position in society. But
they were, then, strictly gauleiters for the
Russian Stalinist bureaucracy, put in power
after the conquest of HuOllary (an ally of
Hitler in world war 2) by the Russian national army in 1?44.
The social transformation and the overthrow of capitalism was the work of the
Russian army, manipulatina: I~al forces,
throughout
Stalinist East Europe,
with
the ellception of Yuaoslavia and Albania,
where native forces made the revolution.
In Cz:echoslovakia, the Russian army was
not actually in occupation when the CP coup
occurred in February 1948, but the consequences of its previous occupation made it
possible.
The government
structure,
in
which the CP had the decisive state Ieven
of power in its hands, made possible that
coup, in which armed bands of CP workers
played the decisive role. (Even before the
war the Cz:ech CP had been a mass party).
The 'democratic' imperialist powers and
the Stalinist bureaucracy had, durina: the
war, agreed on post-war spheres of influence, in cynical disregard of the interests
and desires of the peoples involved. Until
the Stalin/Tito
break in early 1948, all
East Ellr.
was undisputedly a conglomerate of stares openly dominated and economically 9kliadered by the Russian state.
Hunga,."
Ocechoslovakia, Bulgaria, Romania, PoIad,
East Germany - these, by
.eement,
~
Stalin's.
Churcbil1 aad Stalin. aareed 00 a SO/SO

share of influence in Yugoslavia. Royalist
ilrces which throughout the war collaborated ~ith the Germans against the Titoist
JlllCtisans, were given more aid by the Ru~sians than were the Titoists. But the deCISive victory of the CP-Ied partisans, over both
Germans and native Royalist forces, and
the insistence of the Yugoslav CP on forming a government of its own, one confident
in the knowledge of its own victory. rendered the agreement over Yugoslavia inoperative, though after the Tito/Stalin break it
may have been an inhibiting factor in stopping a Russian invasion of Yugoslavia.
For his part, Stalin kept very much to the
agreement - to the extent of refusing aid
to, sabotaging, and disrupting the CP-Ied
side in the Greek Civil War, from 1944 onwards, thus condemning the Greek people to
further decades of capitalist tyranny.
Stalin also kept his part of the deal in
the West. Where, as in haly and France, the
bourgeoisie were discredited and virtually
helpless, and the working class, under CP
leadership, armed and effectively in control,
the CPs aided the bourgeoisie to re-establish
their control, disarm the working class resistance fighters, and rebuild their state
machine.
In the heady atmosphere of East-West
friendship the whole of Europe was to experience a flew flowering of a beautiful new
democracy, a classless democracy.
The capitalists had long used the myth
that the state is neutral and democracy is
classless. Marxists had argued that working
class democracy is real mass self-rule; bourgeois democracy is domination by a minorityThe Stalinist parties, while giving practical aid to re-establishing bourgeois democracy in France (including accepting responsibility for France's colonial war in Vietna~
and for a horrific imperialist massacre In
'French' Algeria) and Italy, also developed
their version of the old bourgeois myth of
the neutral state. It was no longer either
bourgeois rule or working class power.
There was to be, throughout Europe, East
and West, a new democracy, "People's
Democracy" ..
From France and Italy (where, until 1947,
the CPs were in the government) to Poland
and Cz:echoslovakia, the marvellous new
classless People's Democracy was said to
exist. It was the double-talk formula for

the capitalist/Stalinist
coexistence.
The reality was laid bare as tensions grew
10 cold war pitch. In the West the CPs were
booted. out of government POStS, and the
bourgeois control of the state power showed
that the formula 'People's
Democracy',
like the classic formulae of bourgeois democracy in the past, masked bourgeois social
and political control.
In the East, where the Russian Army was
in conuol and the CP ministries in the coalition governments were the decisive ones giving them state control, East/West division
led to the elimination of the remnants of the
capitalist class, politically and economically.
In any case the economic collapse caused by
war had led to massive state take-overs of
the economy long before. In 1945, 75% of
the industry of highly advanced Crechoslovakia was nationalised. Quickly, the East
European states were re-modelled as duplicates of the Russian stalinist model.
This was how the "People's Democracies" Francois Fejto writes of were born, the
part he doesn't deal with. Fejto, a HUOllariao 'socialist' who emigrated at the end of
the '40s, begins with an introductory chap.ter entitled "Stalinism at its apogee and In
decline". From the death of Stalin onwards
he provides a detailed and valuable accou~t
of the states of Stalinist East Europe. HIS
chapter on .1956 brings out clearly the differences between Poland and Hungary and
their interaction. He deals with the effects
of the Sino-Soviet split, Cz:echoslovakia
1968, Poland 1970, and the development of
'market socialism' .
It is a competent and accessible chronicle
and survey of facts. The analysis is ~U~zy
and sometimes silly,· as when, descrtbtng
the East Berlin uprisings of 1953, he says
mildly, "Repression
followed: 42 people
were executed and there were 25,000 arrests. This recalled the Kronstadt re.bellion
of February 1921. Once again the dICtatOrship of the proletariat· was suppressing
a
proletarian movement"l (p.37) ..
Nevertheless,
a valuable assemblage
of
facts and events over the last quarter-century from an area of the world about which
socialists are usually 'for' or 'against', but
in either case only too often simply ignorant.
S.M.

THE IRQN .HEEl

~•

"The Iron Heel". Jack Loud~)n.
[1976edltlon by the Journeyman
Press: 75p paper, £2.50 hardback].
Not to have read this book is to be a socialist
illiterate. Now that it is in print again there
is no excuse.
Jack London's novel is one of the greatest
and most powerful pieces of socialist liter·
ature ever written. It is also astonishing.
It is in the form of an uncompleted manu
script purportedly seven centuries old when
it is published, in 'the year of socialism 419',
wi th a short preface for readers in the 27th
century. Its author, Avis Everhard, is the
comrade and wife of Ernest Everhard, a
working class leader in early 20th century
America. The story it tells is of the eruption
of bitter class warfare, of civil wars, the divi.
sion of the working class along sectional
lines, and the development and victory of an
oligarchic dictatorship, the 'Iron Heel'.
Ernest Everhard, its rather Nieu.schean
hero, is executed.
A "first proletarian
revolt ••, "the
Chicago Commune",
is
drowned in blood. The manuscript breaks
off shortly before a planned '.!!Con" revolt'
is due to break out.
The a\ldlor of the 'prefa~'
tells us that
Avis Ev.rh~
was almost c'lrtalnly soon
captured llrttl 'executed. (The 'mercenaries'
of the Iron itMiI did not keep rel:or<ls of their
victim s ..• ). The second revolt tqo i. doomed
to dllfeat. So are Dlany others which break
out again and again before the final victory
df the wotking class 3(J()y_s kit".
It Is a whole historic ePQ(h of oligarchic
51a".ry that succeeds capir.liSlD, not social·
ism, The writer of the preface lets the mask
sll~ and the thinking behind the boo~ i. clear
in the following passage: "(The 3OQ.year
reign of the oligarchy wq) ••. a step backw.rd, to the social tyrannies that made .lhe
IlQbr world a hell, ~t
that were as
•••
ary as the bon Heel wa' IInneces'lI17.
•.• Wbllt elle than feudalism w\lJd bave followed \lpon the breakdoWll of that lfl'Ut c:entralised governmental
~ine
kJlown as
the Roman Empire? No so, howev ••.• with
the Iron Hell. In the orderly proced1lte of
social evolution there was no plac:e for it.
It was not necessary and it was oot inevitable. It must always remain the gteat l;:Qrlos-

ftl.i~!orJf ,-- a whim, a fanUtsy, il"'1 l).jlplU'"
ntion, •• dling unexpected and undrelUlled;
a.nd it "bould serve as a wg.ming to dllw
!Cilshpolitical theorists (If teda:v who §p~'Ak
'With certitude of social processes",
"Today" of course, was 1907, when the
book was written, not a day in the supposed
socialist world of the 27th century.
It is London's harsh. social-Darwinian
views. emphasising struggle, conflict. and
knowing the possibility of defeat for human
or animal individuals or classes, that generated the imaginative energy for a pre-vision
of fascism and of the totalitarian
state.
Ironically, a similar conception made this
strange mixture of a man see a natural racial
superiority
in Aryan man 'the blond
beas t' - thus subscribing to the racist
mythology that was soon to be the ideololY
of the real Iron Heel in Germany.
But the pre-vision is not fatalistic. It i. a
warning.
part of an as yet undecided
struggle. It has nothing in common with the
whining pessimism and abandonment
of
socialist aspirations typical of the writers
who in the '30s decided that totalitarianism
was 'the wave of the future'. In London's
view the struggle goes on and on, as it must,
for three centuries.
rmtiJ the worlrHs
ity

triumph.
The "Iron Heel" differs, too, from other
anti-utopias
in that it is rooted firmly in
reality. In "1984", in contrast, where very
much of the life described is taken from
contemporary
capitalist society - see Orwell's collected essays - in the end the
explanation
is mystical Ilibberish about a
drive for power for its own sake, divorced
from tbe class struggle.
Contemporary
class struggles find their
direct reflection in London's book. It is the
clarity with which the roles and possible
logical consequences are worked out that is
remarkable.
Here London was almost certainly indebted to Daniel De Leon of the Socialist Labour Party, and to the left-wing socialist upsurge in the USA then, with the
foundation of the IWW in 1905, led by De
Leon. Eugene Debs, and Bill Hayward .
Jus t as Orwell dramatised the vapid reae:tiollilry
stupidities
of James
Bumlwn
(allainst
whose books. "The Manaaerial
Revolution".
"The Machiavellians·.
ete:.,
he had written some very powerful critical
essays. however). London dramatised
De
Leon's ideas.

It is not to diminish the imaginatIve creat.
ivity of London to point to the intellectual
structure on which it rests.
De Leon had, by the beginning of the 20th
century, the clearesl and most brutally acc.
urate picture of the weakness of the world
la~our .movement and its leaders, seeing
thmgs m advance that Lenin·would not see
fully until 1914. He was concerned with
craft divisions, the growth of a labour aristocracy, the role of the labour bureaucracy as
'labour lieutenants of capitalism', the weakness
and hollowness
of the apparent
strength
of socialist parliamentarism,
the
basic unfavourable position of the working
class as an aspirant revolutionary class _
and with the implications of all this for the
practice of socialists.
M?stl~ he ~am~ to schematic, secl(IrianutopIan solutions - but then he wa,'Jead
three years when the Russian Revolution
answered in creative life the questions he
ha~ seen and tried to answer through reasonmg.
At a time when bland optimism had made
most revolutionaries forget the "Communist
Manifesto'''s
warning that class struggles
end in either the victory of the I('volutionary
class or the mutual ruination nf the mn.
tending classes, and dismissed the possibility of defeat, De Leon. who saw the proletarian movement in the great sweep of historical perspectives, was led to reflect on it as
a rea I possibility.
Focusing on the linked problems of a
working class ari~tocracy and a labour movement bureaucracy allied to capitalism, he
cast his mind back to the class struggle in
~ome 200 years B.C., and, in a pamphlet,
Two Pages from Roman History". drew a
comparison with the defeat of the plebeian
masses led by the Gracchi and their miser.
able subsequent fate tied to the rulers of the
plundering Roman Republics and Empires.
The point is not the accuracy or otherwise
of his comparisons - which are debatable
to say the least - but their power to conjur~
up a black but realistic vision of, and pose
questions about, what might be in store for
the working class.
London's free·ranging imagination trans.
mutes De Leon's ideas qualitatively. In 1976
it is difficult to imagine what a leap was required to fuse the elements of the black
vision together.
The labour movement knew repressions,

but not sustained, intense. sterilising total.
itarianism. One gets an eerie feeling today
trom the gleeful contempt with which even
I:ngl·l, dismisses the effects of possible
state anion against the socialists. Hadn't
the So<:ialist Party grown enormously Juring
the dozen years of the Anti·Socialist laws in
Germany? The worst catastrophe he could
think of was a mass blood-Iettmg on the
Paris Commune scale, caused by the working cia" being provoked into premature
,Klion, And the effects of that lasted only a
ft.w .\'t~ars.

In 1'107 socialism seemed an immen,e
power. progressing ever onwards. But Lon.
don's was the vision of the future. The trag.
edy is that it was nOI a wild phantasmagoria
thaI th,' labuur mo"ement had the right to
Ignore, hUI had solid analytical underpinn.
0111:S .n D•. I.eon's work. which the labour
mo,'emenl
did ignore - suffering from
world war, then defeated revolutions. lead.
ing to Stalinism - and then Fascism
then war....

i.C:

COUNTER-HEVOLUTION
DEVOURS ITS
CHltDREN, TOO,

"The Night of the Long KnIves".
Max Gallo. [Fontana paperback
£1.50).

'

Considering its importance in the history of
the,20th century, Fascism is a strangely ill.
deflOe~, .dark and mysterious thing _ as
occult III Its nature as diabolical in its deeds.
It smashed the movement for proletarian
revolution
in so~th and central Europe,
and, on that baSIS, having galvanised the
defeated imperialists of world war I, pro.
ceeded to challenge the victo~s to another
round - world war 2, into which it also drew
the Soviet Union. But what was it?
From bourgeois science a class analysis
can hardly be expected. and not expecting it
we are not disappointed at the banalities
about leader'worship,
sadism. and the diab.
olical Hitler whIch serve as explanation on
one level, 'lr the grand abstractions about
totalitarian state rule on the other. which
lea ••. us my~tified on how and why, and on
the differences between superficially similar
Slates (the USSR and Nazi Germany) and on
droeident!ty between apparently polar ow:

osites (the USA· II!' Jildt811l lilm~ Nazi
Germany).
The fa~lure of the labour movem.ent,
lI11despecially the ostensible Marxists of the
(]>s - the first victims of fascism, without
whose defeat the genocide against Jews
gypsies and others could never have occurr:
ed - to provide a coherent general theory
and class-anatomical
description of fascism
is, on first consideration, more surprising.
If, after repeated defeats, the victim has not
learned even to define and understand the
nature of the enemy force, then the way is
left open for repeated defeats. Yet on the
left fascism remains a swear-word, except
among the Trotskyists and those influenced
by them, who have much increased in numbers during the last few years when Trotsky's writings on the question have gained a
far wider circulation than ever they had
~hen fascism was the life and death questIOn for the European and world proletariat,
when Trotsky's ideas would have become a
material force arming the communist workers of Germany against fascism.
To social democracy, today faced with the
growth of the National Front into the most
powerful British fascist movement since the
19,30s (albeit still in the gestation stage, relatIVely small, and in no immediate ~"nse !I
threat to the existence of the British labour
movement), fascism is just "extremism"
"provoked" as much by left "extremism':
as anything else. If ignored it wilt' go away.
The Communist Parties have still not got
an {l1IaIysis of fascism.
In the period when Hitler was amassing
the forces to pulverise the German labour
movement, Nnism was only one of a galaxy
of reactionary forces tJl of whom were fascists - social-fascist (i.e. social-democratic)
Trotsky-fascist, etc. In fact the Hitler fasc:
ists were the best fascists, because the
social-fascists, for example, were disguised.
The future communist inmates of Hitler's
concentration
camps found it possible to
collaborate with their future jailers even in
breaking stn'kes organised by the 'socialfascists' , their future confreres
in the
camps.
"Social
Democracy and Fascism
are
twins", pronounced the all-wise J V Stalin
dimly grasping the broad historical truth
tha! b?th fascism and social democracy, in
theIr time, protect the bourgeoisie from the
proletariat. He totally failed to understand

Ur,?;': ,:he'
of resort to fae:4:i:.lOO by tbe
bolar~J.e"i'~ie was tb.e point when time had
<Un mH for the old iad,,~:l', 5!ld,:.i de~"mc'.
acy -- that fascism served tbe b"urgeoi~,"
by annihilating tJl independent organisations of the working class, including even the
most servile of social-democratic and tradeunionist labour organisations.
Historic twins, maybe. Social Democracy,
by betraying the working class in 1918-20
might even have deserved the title of fathe;
of fascism. But the fascist beast could grow
and perform its function of protecting the
bourgeoisie in the conditions of extreme
crisis only by devourifIg social democracy.
Mter Hitler's victory and the blatant
threat to Russia posed by fascist Germany,
bureaucratic self-defence decreed no analysis of the mistakes that allowed Hitler's
victory; but panic led to quick changes.
Yesterday all were fascists, other than the
CPs, thus covering the class differentiation between the social democratic workers and the bourgeois masters of Hitler in a
fog of hysterical ultra-left verbiage. Now,
after 1934-5, 'fascism' was ultra-specific:
German militarism, revanchism, the threat
of war.
It was not the last throw of a desperate
German capitalism and therefore something
other capitalisms would resort to in similar
conditions. It was an option, a policy. It
could be fended off in alliance with 'democratic' capitalists, such as those of France or
Britain, jailers of large sections of the
world's population in colonies where they
too practised all that was oppressive and
savage inside Germany and Italy.
So specific became the preoccupation with
Germany, that even in the midst of an
international anti-fascist crusade orchestrated by the Stalinists, the French CP offered a
United Front against Germany to anti-German 'patriotic' French ... fascists! Where
before all had been fascists, now no fascists
existed as necessary enemies except •.. the
German state.
All criteria, all class analysis or understanding were thus pulped in the frantic
zig-zags of the Stalinist machine, which
ground them in its erratic path like a great
tank out of control.
There were further lurches. During the
Hitler-Stalin pact, the CPs made explicit
pro-German-imperialist
propaganda.
In
Belgium and France, the CPs were allowed a

high degree of tolerance by the Nazi authorities in the year up to the invasion of
Russia in June 1941.
There was then another turn. Right up to
the 1960s, the CP press campaigned against
Germany, and then West Germany, by consistently implying that fascism, and a danger
of fascist resurgence, was something peculiar to and rooted in the German character!
This campaign against a non-existent incipient fascism premised
on anti-German
racism deposited a thick foul-smelling pool
of filth which any incredulous reader can
explore in the files of the CPGB press Eo,
the '50s and '60s.
From this history no ide{l could emerge _.
just the association of fascism with vilen •.",
and repression.
The Trotskyist tendency analy sed faSCIsm i
consistently with the criteria of the class:
struggle and of Marxist science, thus enrich- .
ing the heritage of the Communist international.
Normally the bourgeoisie rules through'
the acquiescence of the masses, secured by
priests and/or reformists, and backed by
limited force. The disruption following world
war I generated mass proletarian movements for state power, which were derailed
and defeated by the treachery of the apparatus of the labour movement, which either
remained loyal to the bourgeoisie (Germany)
or else bungled the job of organising working class power (Hungary,
Italy). The'
normal state apparatus showed itself insufficient to beat down the masses in any direct clash. Armies have ties with the civilian
population; their possible use for police
work is strictly limited. (Though those limits
have been much broader in some 'third
world'
experiences,
especially
Chile).
The bourgeoisie needed auxiliary forces to
protect it - a mass mobilisation. But of
whom? Mussolini in Italy provided the
answer. On a basis of nationalism, mysticism, iIl-defined radical criticism of society
(ill-defined and therefore easily scrapped
later), masses of petty bourgeois and lumpen-proletarians
were mobilised to restore
'order'. No longer satisfied by the pre-war
harassment
and confinement to semi-legality of the labour
movement,
the
bourgeoisie needed to annihilate the organisati41ns of the labour movement and thf'
possibility of independent
initiative. The
mass forces of fascism achieved that in

I

bloody battle with the labour movement.
Mussolini, a one-time Marxist who understood the class struggle, consciously moulded a petty bourgeois force to achieve those
goals for the bourgeoisie. As Trotsky said
regarding him: "A physician can use knowledge of the laws of medicine to poison and
kill as well as cure and preserve " .
The social preconditions,
however, for
the growth of fascism in Italy, were the defeat and derailment of the proletarian drive
for power, creating disillusion and demoralisation. It was then that serious sections of
the petty bourgeoisie could be press-ganged
into a samurai squad to maintain the status
quo, rather than following a proletarian revolutionary movement.
Once stabilised in power, the mass fascist
movement, with its leaders at the centre of
the state apparatus, expresses its 'radicalism' by extolling its already-achieved
'revolution' . Some of the thugs are absorbed
to strengthen
the state apparatus,
some
purged. Muddled to start with and muddled
throughout, any elements that remain 'radical' are helpless before the state machine
and the structure of their own movement.
The fascist regime, having dealt with the
proletariat, gradually becomes a bonapartist
police state, raised above society, its original mass base atrophied (e.g. Spain today).
If the essence of fascism is the total destruction of an independent working class
movement on any level, then of course we
have an additional reason why a class analysis of it has not gained ground on the social
democratic and Stalinist left (beyond the
banality that fascism is anti-working class
capitalist reaction in an extreme form).

There is /Wt {I vestige of workiflg cws politictll or trtJde UIIio1I rights aflYWhere ill the
Stali1list states. And a focus on the anatomy
of fascis t rule and practice, on the specifics
of fascist counter-revolution for the working
class and its independent organisations,
is
likely to raise questions on the Stalinist political counter-revolution, against which the
double standards, powerful as they are, of
the Stalinists and those influenced by them,
might not prove strong enough. If you think
that Russia and China are socialist, it won't
be the lack of free trade unions, the right of
political parties, etc., that you will focus on
in the fascist phenomenon. Conversely, if
you wish.to present Stalinism as the necessary product of revojutio~
proletarian

action (Bolshevism), yOIl 'ififill wish to stop
~hort at a general concept of 'totalitari~nISm' and. :extremis~',
rather tban anlllyse
the ~pecific mee;hlUUcs of the crushing of
worklOg class nghts under Stalinism and
under fascism.
~r.tainly it was the clear analysis and descrtptlon of the stage-by-stage destruction of
working class rights in the USSR in the '20s
~d, '30s that allowed Trotsky to analyse
cllRl~a1ly the class effects, interactions, and
phYSIOgnomy of fascism in the '30s. He
could agree that "the USSR minus the social
structure founded by the October Revolution
w~uld be a fascist regime", and still keep in
mlO.d the qualitative difference of economic
baSIS. He could agree that a fascist state was
a monstrous imposition against which the
workers threatened by it should fight to the
death, even in defence of bourgeois democratic rights, and still point out the identity of
the class character of the economies of the
'democratic' capitalist powers with those of
the fascist capitalist powers.

Max Gallo's book is not a Marxin account'
of fascism, but it is a brilliant day-by-day
description of the event which most clearly
and dramatically lays bare, as if dissected
by a surgeon's scalpel, the anatomy of
fascism: the so-called "night of the long
knives" in June 1934, the bloody purge of
the 'left-wing' Nazis as Hider settled into
a consummated relationship with the German establishment and the so-called National Socialist Workers' Party of Germany
settled accounts with itself, its contradictions resolvable only in a bloodbath.
The street power of Nazism against the
labour movement was the Brownshirt movement, the SA (Sturmabteilung),
organised
and led by Ernst Rilhm.
In the late '205 the world crisis threw Germany into a desperate impasse. The Weimar
Republic was a feeble weed.' The majority
party of the workers, the SPD, was a bulwark of conservatism, which had frustrated
and betrayed the revolution of 1918-19 and
put down communist risings in blood in 1919
and 1921. The CP was powerful, able to gain
six million votes in elections, even having its
own armed militia, as did the SPD.
But the CP helped the Nazis, not only
by sometimes ~iding with them against the
so-called
'social-fascists',
but also by

"rne

I1mimkiiiliel!' their I'lQ,tillnalism.
WljUSt
Versaille$ Treaty imposed on Germany llitc~'
the Wllif must be reversed. It is tbe ('.aU$e 01
~ll our woes" , screauwc<i )lIider, adding 1I11ll[
It w~s the result not of defeat in IWIM' but of
!,ewls,~ and socialist treachery at home.
~es ,echoed
the CP, "down with Versatlles, the ~use of all 0llt woes, but only
the ~ommUOlsts can do it". Creatina a
'NatIOnal Bolshevism' in an attempt to steal
~e Nazis' thunder, the CP only undermined
Itself.
The petty bourgeois and many workers
flocked to Hitler at the polls after 1928.
Rather than the CP outflanking the Nazis
the. Nazis outflanked the CP on the field of
?atlona!ist, 'anti-capitalism',
blaming 'JewIsh capital for Germany's ills through both
Versatlles and Bolshevism.
Neither the conservative Social-Democrats, appealing to the bourgeois state to deal
with the fascists, nor the ultra-left CP
seemed to offer a way forward to workers'
Only by drawina the eight million sociai
?emocratic v?ters towards it in united work109 class aCllon could the CP have broken
~e log-jam, creating thus a pole of attractIon for !h.e demoralised and cynical petty
bourg~olsle and for disillusioned workers,
especlll~ly the unemployed. Instead it aided
the NazIs, sometimes wittingly.
. In January 1933 Hitler became Chancellor
10 a c~alition government
under President
von HlOdenburg. It was a gamble by the
bourgeoisie. It only won because the labour
moveme~toffered
no resistance, thougbthe
destruction
of the Italian labour. movement by fascism was very recent memory.
It was not physical weakness. The SA
th~gs beat up Jews and socialists, broke
s~kes, and were a force to be reckoned
With, but they did not have command of
the streets. In the street battles in Berlin
the CP militia remained the stronaest force
- used, alas, against Social Democrats as
wt;1I as against Nazis, and sometimes in
a1bance with Nazis against social democrats
But a decision at the top of the Cominten:
and the party, together with the bewilderment to be expected amongst the ranks of
the CP, led to the peaceful surrender of the
most powerful CP in Europe.
. Withi~ we:eb the party was outlawed and
Its organlsatlOns smashed and. driven underground.
An4 .the victors? Hider manoeuvred deli-

cately. The tIIlIlIles of the SA found themselves bewildered. They had mad.. their
'revolution', their fUhrer was Chancellor.
The Jewish scum were on the run, their
shops were being smashed and looted.
The Bolshevik traitors had surprisingly surrendered and thousands were in concentration camps. The Social Democrats, led by
Wels, had crawled to the the Nazis in the
Reichstag, offering loyalty, and had been
contemptuously spumed. The Weimar weed
was being uprooted.
And yet what had changed? Was this
'the Revolution'? It left the SA very much
the have-nots. They remained mobilised
still - but for what? Those ruling and owning were not Bolsheviks, nor Jews - but
own and control they did. The SA had no
power. It had chased away those it took as
its enemies, but it was still encircled in
the same social conditions, of the lumpenproletariat or petty-bourgeoisie,
as if it
made no difference. True, the SA could
bully and carouse as cock of the walk, with
no Communists to worry about. But what
next?
In the SA barracks there began to be talk
about a ••Secmul Revolution". Rohm would
look to the interests of the front-line SA
men. Adolf would not des~rt them. He
would stop hobnobbing with the big capitalists and industrialists. Tensions and hatred
emerged against rivals in power - the
official army, the Reichswehr, and certain
aristocratic Nazis like GIIring, who were
then concerned with integrating the top of
the Nazi party with the highest echelons of
German capitalist society.
The SA were now redundant, though they
didn't know it and had no idea of what to do
about a 'Second Revolution' except talk of
it - these addicts of that 'socialism of
idiots', anti-Semitism, these deluded and
envious dupes who had hated and resented
the organised labnour movement,
these
nation-lovers,
whose nation was owned
by the monopolists and plutocrats, these
Fuhrer-worshippers
whose Fuhrer
worshipped the existing power and was insinuating, ingratiating, respectabilising
himself into it and before it.
For 17 months this lasted, tensions building, incidents multiplying, clashes with
the army being frequent. The rowdy Nazi
masses,
resembling
barbarians not knowing what. to do with the

city they have - apparently - conquered,
or with tbemselves, remind one almost
of medieval plebeian revolutionaries,
or
perhaps mutineers in mercenary armies,
in an impasse. Except that the essence of.
the impasse consisted in the destruction of
the labour movement, and the consequent
blocking of the possibility of social revolution - destruction which they themselves
had achieved.
:
The Nazi movement had long been polar- .
ised between the lumpen thugs and top
Nazis like Gllring, integrated with the bourgeoisie and the Junkers. Hitler hesitated.
Rohm made bombastic pronouncements
about the 'second revolution 'j the redundant SA rabble cheered and became rowdier
still. The issue came to a head as von Hindenburg's life drew to an end. The service
chiefs promised Hitler support as supreme
head of state in return for twder. That
meant destroying the SA.
The SA was sent on leave. On the night
of June 30. 1934, the killer squads of the SS
(an elite subdivision of the SA) and the
Gestapo struck, picking off key SA leaders
and butchering hundreds of them ana settling old scores in passing. Strasser. defunct
figurehead of the one-time Nazi 'left' and
founder of the party, perished. Rilhm was
executed in prison. The SA, disarmed and
cowed, was sent on ilukjmite leave. Hitler
went on the radio and justified the events.
Soon Hindenburg died: and Hitler got
supreme power.
Stability, coldly efficient tIItalitarianism,
purged of instability and talk of a 'second
revolu tion' , was consolidated.
Gallo's book describes the rank an<j. fne
Nazis, their moods and their thinking, in
great detail. It is the radical face of Nazism
he examines, the demagogic face, which is
not mere demagogy for many of its dupes.
Indirectly it is a very profound indictment of the German CP and SPD. For such
forms of plebeian 'radicalism' only occur
after betrayal and culpable bankruptcy
by the workers' parties. Terrifyingly, also,
Gallo's portrait of the ideas and attitudes of
the 'left' Nazis show them to be ideologically
close to what has been 'mainstream communism' for nearly half a century. Such is the
measure of the degeneration entailed by
Stalinism. Trotsky commented,
45 years
ago: ••.. under present conditions in Germany, the slogan of a 'people's revolution'

away the ideuiogn~"lt "'cl(~m';HGHion
between Marxism ana fascism and reulnciles pare of the workers and the petty [,,,,,,geoisie H' the ideology of fascism, allowing
wipes

dH~~'.t1'i,o think that lhey are not Cf)(.i~~r'eHed
to m,:~kf,~
a choice, bt..''1C(lus't' in b<Hn camps
all a maHer of a jJ,,:,~oplels :r~'vu~utl,O:,,11'1",

Gallo's book fills (jut the pictur(',
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